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rREFACE 

This report concludes the presentation of 
results obtained from the study of Navy organiza- 
tions "by the Ohio State Left-l^rship Studies. The 
primary purpose of this report is to provide a 
sianual of methods and a brief summary of findings 

fulness of the methods, 

The Studies in Naval Leadership project is one 
~-*» +V.«. nn« fto+< 

Leadership Studies being conducted by the Personnel 
Research Board» Other studies are being carried out 
in the Air Force and in business and educational 
organizations. 

The Studies in Naval Leadership project will be 
continued, but the research vill be concerned in the 
future with the study of saall groups» 

The present research has depended upon the co- 
operation, of many persons and agencies. The authors 
are especially indebted to the Office of Naval Research, 
the Bureau of i»aval Personnel, and the Ohio State 
University Research Foundation for financial, techni- 
cal, liaison, and administrative support which made 
the research possible,. Special thanks are due the 
Navy officers and civilian personnel who participated 
in the research. Finally, the authors wish to ex- 
press their thanks to their colleagues of the Ohio 
State leadership Studies staff for their helpful co- 
operation. 
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OBJECTIVKS 

la accordance with Havy policy of sponsoring basic research, the 
Studies in 1?SVSLI Leadership h»ve bees designed as baain research •pro- 
jects. However, as an aid in keeping the research oriented toward 
operative problems, the objectives have been stated in practical terms. 
These objectives, as formulated at the beginning of the research were 
as follows: 

To conduct a study of leadership in Naval establishments. 
The primary methods to be employed are: 

1. A modified job analysis of leadership positions. 

2. An analysis of organization structures in relation to 
the pv-poees and functions of the organization. 

B. To determine the value of various methods of appraising 
.leadership performance- 

C. To determine the relationship between leader performance and 
group effectiveness. 

To prepare a classification of position« of leadership p' 
found in various segments of society, giving special attent 
to the relationship and probable transfer^*lLu^  b*tveen 
positions of leadership in civilian and military life. 

,,,._. 

To develop facts and methods for use in the selection, 
training, assignment, and transfer of persons for positions 
Ul  JLtS«. 

Progress has been made toward i,he accomplishment of each of these 
objectivee. Hcwever, because only a limited number of civilian organi- 
zations w~re studied, the results relative to objective D must be re- 
garded as very tentative because of the small number of civilian or- 
ganizations studied. 
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II. HISTORY OF T7JE PROJECT 

Thin project was activated on June 1, 19^6, as the result of a 
contract between the Office of Haval Research and The Ohio State Uni- 
versity Research Foundation. Werk was begun on July 1, 19^6, with the 
appointment of a full-time research associate »e associate director of 
the project. The research described in thio report was terminated on 

Year, July 1, 19^6 to July ^,  19^7. During the first year, 
the project was operated with one full-time senior investigator and 
one part-time student clerical assistant - The first task undertaken 
was a survey of the literature on leadership ia order to determine 
what had been done and what needed to be done. Concurrently, various 
methods were developed for use in carrying cut the objectives outlined 
for the project. The inathods were given an initial test in the study 
of a District Command Staff. On the basis of this study all method - 
vev-e completely revised. The methods were again revised after the 
study of a flaval Training Station. 

p.-. a*\ :onu Year. July 1, 19^7 to July 1. 19^8• During the second 
,, E<u , ö\.«axc« were i^äcie of a naval Air Station and of selected units 
within the «ureau of Saval Personnel» The resulting data were analyzed 
and methods were completely revised. Local business firms, military 
^rrsonsel, «.J &,  •••;,••• • university students were utilized for further 
t-estiag U.L methods., 

Third Year; July 1, 19^8 to July 1, 19*»9. A pilot study of a 
str^ls uubaiarine was made during the third year. Forms were tested and 
revised mr^H no further improvement was obtained in reliability, in- 
ternal consistency or validity. During this year a technical report 
wns issued presenting the results obtained on the first five organi- 
zations studied, and comparing four of these naval organizations with 
four business organizations which were studied in another of the Ohio 
State Leadership Studies projects. 

Fourth Year, July 1, 19^9 to July 1, 1950. At the beginning of 
the fourth year, the forms to be employed were prepared in final re- 
visions, and have been used with little alteration since. A Naval Air 
Station vas studied in order to compare logged time with estimated 
time. Ten submarines were studied in order to test the general hypo- 
thesis that the morals of followers amd effectiveness of a unit of 
organization will be related to the behavior of the leader, and 
further to determine some of the variables related to leader sffective- 
ness c 

Fifth Year, July 1, 1950 to July 1, 1951. During this year, 
thirty-three naval organizations were Btudied aB the beginning of an 



experiment designed to determine the usefulness of the methods for pre- 
dicting leader behavior. Follov-up studies were made after six months 
in nine of these organizations in order to obtain data for checking on 
the accuracy of the predictions which were made by members of the Ohio 
State Leadership Studies staff and by naval officers. 

Sixth. Year, July 1, 1951 to July 1, 1952. Sixteen organizations 
were studied during this period. These included thirteen organizations 
which were restudied in order to check on the accuracy of predictions. 
One organization participated in a study of the relation between the 
behavior of a leader and the expectations of his followers. Another 
organization was studied twice, with one month intervening, in order to 
determine the extent of organization change over a short period of 
time and in order to determine the test-retest reliability of methods. 

Seventh Year, July 1, 1952 to August 31, 1953- This year was 
spent in a continuation of the analysis of data. Eleven technical 
reports have been written. These reports describe various studies 
which have been carried out by the project during the i'sar3 195Ö  to 
1953- 

ITT. 

From the beginning.! of this research "It has be«=»n as3iiasr*'.l IL-i, per- 
sons who occupy positions which are commonly presumed to demand leader- 
ship ability are proper and likely subjects for the study of leadership. 
This assumption points to the study of persons who occupy executive and 
administrative positions in formal organizations in business, industry, 
education, military services, and the like'"'1) For this reason, com- 
juisGicned officers were selected as the primary subjects of the re- 
search in Navy organizations, unlisted sen served as subjects in one 
organization, and civilian administrators and research personnel served 
as subjects in several organizations. The following Naval personnel 
participated in the researchs 

Commissioned Officers 9C9 

Civilian Administrators and 
Research personnel 117 

Enlisted Personnel (Submarinea;     63? 

Total    1713 

An attempt was made to study all commissioned officers in small 
organizations. When the number of officers in an organization exceeded 
30, an attempt was amde to study all of those 3+i^w a"! 1  ~-P -*-^r.n^>    •\*\    +\\a   tot) "ChelO^'S   ^nd 



to study those In lover echelons who occupied positions similar to the 
positions sampled in previously ctud5.ed orgai....nations,, 

No attempt vas made to study officers or positions at random. As 
some of the major hypotheses to he tested hy the research inquired 
matched samples of positions, xhe samples were drawn to sati'f; these 
designs when it was not possible to study all the officers in an organi- 
zation. For this reason, it is not claimed that the present sample is 
representative of Navy officers in general. The military rank of the 
officers is ehown in the following table. In the right hand column of 
the table are öhovn the percentages of Navy officers holding various 
ranks as of January 1, 1953« These percentages are based on all line 
officers and all officers in the Naval Supply Corps and the Naval 
Wedical Corps.* Reserve officers are excluded. It is probable that 
if re&erve officers were included the percentages in the lover rar»ks 
would he increased. 

Inspection of Table 1 reveals that the present sample when com- 
pared with the total sample of Nayy officers ''line, supply, and medi- 
cal combined) Is over-represented by captains and lieutenants .junior 
grade, but is under-represented by lieutenants, ensigns, and warrant 
officers. 

TABLE 1. MILITARY BASK OF SUBJECTS 

Rank Number Per Cent          Per Cent  (Navy) 

Admiral 9 1.0                                .6 

Commodore l ,1 

Captain 115 12.6                          6.k 

CoTrenander 119 13d                        11-9 

Lieutenant Cnww"ander 154 16.9                        15.0 

Lieutenant 196 21.6                       30.3 

Lieutenant (J.G.) 231 25.4                       1.1.5 

Ensign ^8 5.3                       10.0 

Warrant Officer 36 
909 

k.Q                               Ik.3 
100,0                          100,0 

of Commissioned *  U.  So  Navy.     Register and Warrant Officers of the 
"Jr. p tS1^    f^'t-^S   WHW   a-".r MArine  COTTE. Januarv 1,   1953-    Washington: 
Government Printing Office, 1953- 



The types of positions occupied by the commissioned officer sub- 
jects are shown in Table 2. More than fifty different Navy billets 
are represented in this list. However, it is not claimed that the 
sample is representative of Navy billets in general. 

In Table 2 are also shown the numbers of officers in each billet 
who returned incomplete forms or forma that were not usable. Failure 
to respond or returning incomplete forms does not appear to be a chara- 
cteristic of any particular type of billet. Approximately 3.5 per cent 
of the subjects returned unusable forma. 

?ABLE 2. NUMBER OF COMMISSIONS?; OFFICERS OCCUPYING 
VARIOUS POSITIONS; NUMBER OF INCOMPLETE FORMS 

Type of Position Number 
Incomplete 

Data 

Commandant, Commander 

Chief of Staff 

Commanding Officer 

Executive Officer 

Company Commander 

Administrative Assistant 

Aide 

General Inspector 

Planning 

Research, Statistics 

Naval Reserve Coordinator 

Personnel (General) 

Personnel (Specific) 

Training (General) 

Training (Specific) 

Type Training (Aircraft) 

17 

10 

58 

52 

20 

20 

6 

2 

8 

25 

12 

13 

35 

12 

21 

19 

h 

3 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 



TABLE 2.  (Continued) 

Type of Position Number Incomplete 
Data 

Education 

Chaplain 

Welfare 

Administration (General) 

Legal 

Public Information 

Publications, Postal 

Staff Secretary 

Operations (General) 

Operations (Specific) 

Navigation 

Communications 

Electronics 

Gunnery 

Deck, Boat Officer 

First Lieutenant 

Intelligence, Security 

Logistics (General) 

Public Works 

Supply, Material 

Ship's Store 

Commissary 

6 

£ 

5 

6 

10 

22 

19 

2 

13 

in 

«7 
I 

50 

18 

6o 

8 

21 

11 

k 

9 

50 

7 

9 



TABLE 2.  (CONTINUED) 

Type of Position N> "liber 
incomplete 

'Data 

Accounting 

Transportation 

Medical 

Dental 

Engineering 

Electrical 

Damage Control 

Aircraft Maintenance 

Ground Controlled Approacü 

Aerology 

Hydrographer 

Base Maintenance 

Unassigned, In Training 

Miscellaneous Assignments 

Total (Commissioned Officers) 

17 

6 

21 

8 

58 

10 

9 

12 

k 

3 

13 

18 

909 

1 

1 

32 

The present research is based not only on a sample of persons, 
but also on a sample of organizations. This sample includes ^5 naval 
ships and 31 naval shore unitB. The specific types of organizations 
studied, and the numbers of each type, are listed in Table 3. Twenty- 
two of the organizations were studied twice- 



TABUS 3.  ORGANIZATIONS STUDIED 

Type of Organization Number Studied Restudied Total 

Secretary of Defense and Chief of 
Naval Operations (Selected Units) 6 6 12 

A Naval Bureau (Selected Units) l 1 

Navs3 District Staff? 3 2 5 

Command Staffs 5 1 6 

Research and Development Command 1 2_ 

Naval Training Organizations 3 1 k 

Naval Air Stations 1 1 2 

Cruisers 2 1 3 

Destroyers k k 

Submarines 11 11 

Mine Ships 3 3 

Landing Shipe 2 1 3 

Landing Ships (LST and LSM) 10 9 19 

Supply Ships 1 1 

Hydrographie Ship 1 
5^ 

1 
22 1& 

The size of the samples drawn from the organizations ranged from 
one to 183 persons. It may be seen in Table h  that 52 of the organi- 
zation saaiples contain fever than ten persons. The 66 smaller organi- 
zations (with numbers under 30) represent all cosmissioned officers 
attached, except those ill or absent en dUrty. The eight larger or- 
ganizations (with numbers larger than 29) represent selected sampleB 
of subjects. The figures in the right hand column of Table k  indicate 
the number of subjects who returned incomplete or unusable ques- 
tionnaires or failed to return their questionnaires. Size of organi- 
zation sample does not appear to be an important factor in determining 
the percentage of incomplete returns> 
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TABLE 4-  NUMBER OF INCOMPLETE FORKS AS RELATED 
TO SIZE OF ORGANIZATION SAMPLE 

Size of Organization Number of Number of 
Sample Organizations Incomplete Forms 

50+ 1 1 

3 6 

30-39 1+ 3 

20-29 7 k 

10-19 9 3 

1-9 52 _15~ 

Total 76 32 

All commissioned officer ranks in the Savy structure were sampled. 
A wide variety of Navy positions was studied» The sample of organi- 
zations included "both ships and units aBhore. These samples are widely 
inclusive, if not strictly represeutative of the Navy structure in 
general. 

IV.  PLAN OF THE RESEARCH 

The plan of a research project will be determined to a large de- 
gree by the objectives of the research and "by the nature of the hypo- 
theses which underlie the statement of these objectives. 

The present project, in its statement of objectives, committed 
itself to the development and use of specified methods, and to the de- 
velopment and testing of information through the use of these methods. 

Shartle (1, 15; in initiating the Ohio State Leadership Studies 
advanced the hypothecs that the pattern of leadership found in a 
given position will be determined in part by the performance demands 
aade upon that position. Should this hypothesis be substantiated, 
then the problem of leader selection might be reehiced to the following 
aspects:  (a) determining the minimum number of behavior patterns that 
describe the various kinds of leadership, (b) determining which 
patterns are found in which situations, (c) determining which aspects 



of behavior are most highly conditioned by the nature of the situation 
and the extent to which they are so conditioned, and (d) determining 
the degree of effectiveness of different patterns of behavior under 
each of a minimum number of representative circumstances. The problem 
thus redefined is considerably more complex than that envisioned in the 
traditional approach to the selection of leaders. 

For the reasons cited above it was decided at the outset of this 
project to develop methods for describing rather than evaluating the 
behavior of persons In positions of leadership. The isolation of cri- 
terion variables was regarded as of secondary importance. It seemed 
necessary first of ail to determine what patterns of behavior exist ar-" 
under what circumstances they occur, In order to establish a basis for 
the development of criterion measures. 

This decision represents a marked departure from traditional ap- 
proa-*»r- to the study of leadership, It has been standard procedure 
in tfe* study of military and Industrial leadership to set up a criter- 
ion against which predictive measures could be validated. This proced- 
ure 1B based on the Implicit, if not always stated, assumption tnat 
leadership is a generalized and unitary trait or form of behavior. A 
revlew(13) of research conducted from this point of view suggests that 
it has not been very productive in solving problems of leader selection 
and placement. 

Recent theoretical and experimental studies suggest (l) that the 
nature of the leadership of a group is an outgrowth of group processes; 
(2) that varying degrees of leadership may be exercised by different 
members of the group; (3) that the balance of leadership influence ex- 
erted by different members may change from time to time; and (k)  that 
the variables which determine leadership statu- are numerous, complex, 
and constantly changing; and (5) that the type of leadership required 
by a group is dependent upon the nature of the group and Its mission. 
If any of these assumptions be true, then It seems difficult to accept 
the idea of a generalized criterion of leader effectiveness. 

Inasmuch as this project is interested in the selection and assign- 
ment of persons for positions of leadership, it is necessarily interest- 
ed in the prediction of individual performance» This is In itself a 
difficult problem. But it also seems necessary to consider the effects 
of these performances upon the performances and interactions of other 
persons, and the resulting effects upon Borne end performance of the or- 
ganized group of which all these persons are members. It is for this 
reasou that the project has concerned itself «ilh xbatters of group or- 
ganization, rather than stoppiag with the isolated individual. 

The nature of the hypothesis to be tested suggested the use of Job 
analysis and organization analysis as methods for the research, 
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Decisions Relative to the Development of Methe.is 

Rather than repeat previous studies on (l) the personal traits of 
good leaders, (2) the techniques of good leadership, and (3) the 
selection of good leaders, it vas decided in the present research to 
concentrate upon the task of developing methods for determining (l) 
what leaders do, (2) how they get. their work done, (3) with whom they 
work, and (k)  the structure of the organization in which they work. 

As a result of this decision, the total methodology developed for 
the Studies in Naval Leadership consists of (1) interviews with ad- 
ministrators who are the subjects of the research, (2) a study of or- 
ganization charts and manuals, (3) the determination in so far as 
possible of the mission and objectives of the total organization and 
of its departments and subdivisions, (h)  a modified job analysis of 
administrative performance, (5) a study of responsibility-authority- 
delegation status, (6) a sociometric study of working relationships, 
(7} descriptions of "leader behavior" by the leader himself and by 
other members of the organization, and (8) measures of individual and 
unit effectiveness. These methods comprise an integrated battery of 
research procedures, 

It was decided to collect data in quantitative rather than quali- 
tative terms. This resulted in the development of measuring devices 
rather than case study methods. The decision was based on extensive 
experience in the analysis of data collected by case study methods, 
which were rejected for the following reasons;  (1) different methods 
are likely to be used for the study of different types of cases; (2) 
data are likely to be collected on different variables for different 
cases; and (3) qualitative data, although collected systematically in 
every case, are difficult to categorize and an^yze. 

Since the subjects of the research were busy administrators, it 
was decided to reduce to a minimum the time required to fill out forms 
and scales. This resulted in the development of scales with lower re- 
liabilities than is necessary for the useful prediction of individual 
performance. However, the leadership problem as conceived involves 
such a large complex of variables that it was decided to make maximum 
use of individual items of measurement, rather than rely upon a few 
highly reliable scores, each derived from a large batt»ry of items. 

Although the use of items and scales with low reliabilities re- 
quires that results be interpreted with caution for any single sample 
of persons or organizations, the replication of samples lends some con- 
fidence to any consistent results that may appear. Likely leads for 
further research may be tested later with more reliable measuring de- 
vices,. 

Some of the decisions which affected the selection of research 
methods also determined the nature of the theoretical re-sesreb design 

'f 
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Decisions Relative to Research DesJKn 

A structured research design was adopted for the present research 
for the following reasons: 

(a) In studies which involve comparisons among cases (persons, 
groups, organizations, etc) it seems important to define concepts and 
variables carefully and to stick with them from the beginning to the 
end of the research. When flexible or changing variables are employed 
the degree of comparability of the resulting sets of data is not known. 

?'h\ T£ studies which involve tn^ ^nv^p.+ inrp+iori of s vir?<» vo^^ötir 
of variables it seems important to specify and outline the variables to 
be studied so that their presence or absence or degree of presence can 
be determined in each case. If this is not done, it may be difficult 
to determine whether the failure to find a variable in a particular 
case or group of cases was due to its absence or due to the failure to 
look for it through lack of definition. 

(c) In studies which involve the investigation of relationships 
among variables it appeare desirable to state the nature of possible 
or expected relationships in the form of hypotheses that can be tested. 
If this is not done, the data may be collected in forms that will be 
unsuitable to testing the relevant hypotheses which may emerge after 
the data have been collected. 

(d) The use of structured designs does not preclude the discovery 
of unique and unanticipated findings. Since a structured design seeks 
to establish a logical system of relationships among the variables 
under study, it should facilitate the detection of areas in which in- 
formation is contradictory or missing, 

The Theoretical Research Design 

In previous reports from this project it has been suggested that 
leadership can be described In terms of the structures of relationships 
that exist among the members of an organized group, It was suggested 
that tne presence of leadership In a group Is evidence of role differ- 
entiation relative to a common task, and, therefore, of group organiza- 
tion»  If group organization defines the structure of responsibility 
and authority differentiations that are rtt.ognized among the members 
who are participating in a common enterprise, and leadership describes 
the differentiation of roles relative to responsibility and authority 
among these same members, then it would appear feasible to study leader- 
ship and organ.! zation in terms of the same variables. 

A major practical advantage to be derived from this point of view 
is the application of a large body of previously isolated experimental 
techniques (e.g. "oenavior analysis, job analysis, organization analysis, 
interaction analysis) to the leadership problem. 

12 



There appear to be three classes of variables which must be taken 
into account in a study of leadership:  (1) role differentiations (the 
members differ in duties and status), (2) performance variables (the 
members act, perform tasks, make decisions), and (3) interaction vari- 
ables (the members communicate vith one another, work together, inter- 
act on an informal basis). Methods have been defiaed by this project 
for the measurement of various segments of these three classes of vari- 
ables. Each of these classes of variables is composed of many subcate- 
goriee=  It is possible in a single research project to study only a 
few of them.* 

i'iiö categories of variables studied in this rsscsrch are outlined 
in Table 5. Under "Object of Measurement" in the left hand column are 
shown the factors we should like to measure aa completely and adequately 
as possible. In. the right band column are listed the proposed measures 
of the factors we wish to study. The extent to wb-'ch the proposed 
measures do in fact rer^ure the theoretical factors must remain a 
matter of interpretation of the research findings. 

The variables to be studied are lißted under items AI, A2, and A3 
in.  the table.  Items A2(c),AM. ELB2,B3, Cl, C2, C3, and C^ represent 
subdesigns within the total theoretical research design. The variables 
listed under items AI, A2 and A3 are conceived as mutually interdepend- 
ent and under constant interaction and change.  The basic data for the 
entire research were derived from the attempts made to obtain measures 
on these variables. The same variables were employed in a variety of 
studies and '^experiments" designed to test a number of hypotheses re- 
lative to the nature of leadership in organized groups. 

The outline presented in Table 5 is not regarded as representing 
a theory of leadership or of organization« It j.s intended, rather, to 
depict the design of the research described in this repurl. It is be- 
lieved that this design is logically consistent with a larger and more 
encompassing theory of leadership and organization. The fact that the 
small system of variab3.es used in this research has proved equally 
serTlceabie in a wide variety of subdesigns, all logically interrelated, 

It will be noted that, in the above scheme, little account is 
taken of +he personality of the leader. As the result of an 
analysis v-*-3) of a large number of studies of the traits of leaders, 
it was decided in the present research to direct attention to the 
effects of the behavior of leaders upcr. their followers, rather 
than to study leaders as isolated Individuals. The variaoles in- 
vestigated in this research were selected because the> were re- 
garded by the investigators to be critically relevant to a study 
of leadership.  However, it was not assumed that thousands of other 
variables which were not studied in this research are without re- 
levance to leadership. 

13 



attests to tne usefulness if net to the validity of this point of view. 

TABLE 5.  DESIGN 0? THE RESEARCH 

Ob.lect of Mes-surement Measures 

Within Organizations 

1. Formal Structure 
(Rcie Definition) 

a. Horizontal Differentiation 
b. Vertical Differentiation 

2. Operative Organization 
(Functional Leadership) 

a. Horizontal Differentiation 
b. Vertical Differentiation 
c. Personal Interactions 

(1) Working Relationships 
(2) Relation of Leader Be- 

havior to Performance 
of Followers 

Job Specifications 
Level in Organization 

Work Performance Scores 
RAD Scores 

Socjometric Scores 

Discrepancy Scores 
Correlation Coefficients 

Effects 

a. Unit Effectiveness 
b. Leader Effectiveness 

Organization as Constellation 
of Interacting Variables 

Unit Effectiveness Scores 
Leadership Ratings 

Correlation Coefficients 

B. Across Organizations 

1. Specialty by Type of Organiza- 
tion 

2. Organization vs Specialty 

3. Military vs Civilian Organiza- 
tions 

Factor Analysis 

Variance Analysis 

Variance Analysis 

Ik 



TABUE 5-  (Continued) 

Object of Measurement. Measure s 

Organization Change 

1. Reliability of Performance 

2. At Sea - In Port Operations 

3. Man VB Job 

4. Prediction of Performance 

Correlation Coefficients 

Correlation Coefficients 

Correlation Coefficients 

Correlation Coefficients 

V. RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH 

The research was designed to test the primary hypothesis that 
"the pattern of behavior exhibited by a leader will be highly deter- 
mined by the nature of the position which he occupies". Thin hypo- 
thesis is important because it introduces a concept of leadership 
which suggests useful developments both in theory and research method- 
ology. 

Prior to World War II, leadership was generally regarded as a 
trait of individuals. A. leader was defined as  a person who possessed 
traits and skills which enabled him to induce other people to do what 
he wanted them to do. The methods devised for the selection of such 
leaders were likely to include intelligence tests, personality tests, 
personal history records, and interviews. The criteria of good leader- 
ship were conceived as generally applicable to leaders in a wide 
variety of situations. 

More recent leadership theory has sought to define leadership in 
terms of the structuring of interaction among the members of a social 
group. Although it is recognized in this theoretical approach that 
the leadership structure of a group is likely to be highly determined 
by the nature of the situation, the group task and the performance de- 
mands made upon the leader are all too often regarded as mundane or 
irrelevant. 

The findings of research to be described in the following pages 
suggest that the nature of the job to be performed by a person who 
occupies a position of leadership is an important factor in determining 
his behavior in that position.  These results suggest the desirability 
of further research to determine the possibility of isolating criteria 
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specific to each of a limited number of families of specialties as a 
foundation for the differential selection ol persons for administra- 
tive and supervisory positions. 

It has been further hypothesized for purposes of this research 
that the leadership of a group is defined, in part, in terms of a 
structure of organizational roles and that these roles derive their 
definition from the expectations of the organized group. The results 
of the research suggest that good morale is likely to be found in 
those groups of enlisted men who are aware of their status in relation 
to other members of their group and who know what is expected of them. 
Juniors and seniors are found to be closely agreed in thelT expecta- 
tions relative to certain forms of behavior, but are in disagreement 
relative to their expectations for other fcrms of behavior. These 
areas of agreement and disagreement may have important consequences 
for the morale and effectiveness of the organized group. 

It was also hypothesized that the structure of personal inter- 
actions which describes the working relationships among the members of 
an organization will b^  related to the behavior and task performance 
of the memDers of the group. The results of the research Indicate 
that when an officer spends more of his time making inspections and 
working with peers, juniors and outside persons, the enlisted men 
under him tend to work together in their own work unit. However, when 
an officer spends more of his time in teaching or in interviewing 
personnel, the enlisted men under him tend to establish working re- 
lationships with men outside their own work unit. When an officer is 
described as a good leader by the enlisted men who work under him, 
they tend to work together in their own work unit. In units with high 
morale (as described by enlisted men) the members tend to work closely 
with their own seniors and men from other unites tend to establish 
working relationships with members in these high morale units.  The 
type of position occupied by an officer may determine to a considerable 
extent whether he will interact mostly with juniors, seniors, or peers. 
Thest results suggest that organizational role, patterns of work per- 
formance, structures of personal interactions, morale, and effective- 
ness are interrelated variables. An organization, for research pur- 
poses, might be regarded as a constellation of variables in inter- 
action.  It is this same constellation of variables which needs to be 
taken into account in a study of leadership« 

1.  FACTORS WITHIN ORGANIZATIONS 

a- The Differentiation of Roles 

(1) A Factor Analysis of Performance 
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This 3tudy is based on data obtained from U70 Navy officers 
who occupied U5 differentiated positions in •••':  Navy organisations.  The 
organizations were of twelve different types.  The 470 officers were 
divided into 120 groups. Each group was composed of all the officers 
who occupy the sane type of position in the same type of organization. 
An average score was computed for each group for each of hy  variables. 
An iterative method of factor analysis was employed in order to avoid 
the preparation of a table of intercorrelations among the 120 groups. 
Eight orthogonal factors were derived. These were identified as-, 

Factor I.,  Public Relations Representatives 
Factor II. Professional Consultants 
Factor III Personnel Administrators 
Factor IV. Technical Supervisors 
Factor V.  Schedule-Procedure Maiier-a 
Factor VI. Maintenance Administrators 
Factor VII Directors or Decision Makers 
Factor VTH Coordinators 

There was shown a marked tendency for similar specialties In different 
organizations to appeer with high loadings on the same factor- With 
some exceptions, the factor analysis succeeded in grouping together 
those specialties which would be expected to exhibit similar perfor- 
mance characteristicsc The finding that administrative performance can 
be described in terms of a limited number of factors and that each 
factor is descriptive of a distinctive pattern of performance offers 
considerable encouragement for the differential selection of personnel 
for administrative positions, This study was conducted by Stcgdill, 
Wherry and Jaynes.(b) 

(2) Differences Between Jobs 

Jaynes \2)* useu an analysis of variance design in a study 
of matched positions in seven different types of organizations (command 
staffs, cruisers, destroyers, supply ships, mine ships, landing ships 
and submarines). Commanding officers are found to differ significantly 
from other officers In holding higher military rank, delegating more 
authority to juniors, spending more time in the preparation of proced- 
ures for carrying out plans, and spending leas time with seniors and 
peers. Executive officers differ significantly from other officers in 
receiving higher sociometric scores, and In spending more time in con- 
sulting seniors, Interviewing personnel and In reading and answering 
mail. Few consistently significant differences are found among opera- 
tions officers, communications officers, gunnery officers, supply 
officers and engineering officers. Hovever, greater variance is found 
between positions than within positions, suggesting the hypothesis that 
performance may be more highly determined by the nature of the position 
than by the nature of the man who occupies the poöition,. 

These references are to the technical reports listed in Chapter VIII« 
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(3) Man vs. Job - Stogdill and Jaynes'-T) 

Twenty-two organizations were studied on two separate 
occasions, with approximately six months intervening between the first 
and second studies. These studies yielded data on three groups of 
subjects:  (1) the same man in the same job, (2) the same man in two 
different jobs, and (3) two different men in the same job. Scores 
from the first and second studies were correlated for these three 
groups separately. An analysis of the results suggests that those 
variables that are most highly characteristic of the job, regardless 
of the man, are level in the organization hierarchy, military rank, 
soclometric score and time spent in personal contacts, consulting 
Juniors, interviewing personnel and research. Variables which appear 
to be characteristic of the man, rather than the job, are Leader Be- 
havior scoreB and the time spent in reading, attending conferences, 
public relations, preparing procedures, negotiations and supervision. 

(h)    Specialization at Different Echelon3 - Bakan^^ 

Data are available for ten Naval organizations in which 
officers in the top five echelons estimated the percent of time they 
spend in various administrative responsibilities. An "Index of 
Specialization" was applied to these scores in order to obtain a meas- 
ure of the extent to which an officer specializes on one or two funct- 
ions. The results indicate that commanding officers are rather highly 
specialized, executive officers are more diversified in performance, 
departiGcr.t heads are specialised, division heads are diversified, and 
section heads are specialized. The findings do not support the hypo- 
theses that adminiptrative function becomes more specialized at each 
succeeding lower echelon of organization, but suggest instead an al- 
ternation of specialization of function between adjacent echelons. 

b. Leadership and Role Expectations 

(l) Leader Behavior and the Expectations of Followers 

Stogdill, Scott and Jaynes^11^ 3tudied a Naval Air Develop- 
ment Command in which 183 subjects described what they do and what they 
ought to do on each of k^  variables. This sample included ^t" seniors 
each of whom was described by two juniors.  Seniors' descriptions of 
what they do are highly correlated with their self expectations»    Their 
descriptions of what they do are more highly correlated with juniors' 
descriptions of what seniors do and ought to do than with juniors' de- 
scriptions of their own behavior. Seniors' self descriptions are more 
highly correlated with juniors' self descriptions than with juniors' 
self expectations»  In other words juniors resemble seniors more 
closely in what they do than in what they think juniors ought to do. 
Juniors and seniors appear to be somewhat more la agreement as to what 



seniors ought to do than they are in describing what seniors do. Jun- 
iors ' descriptlonB of seniors are highly correlated with their ex- 
pectations for seniors.  If this may t? interpreted as indicative of 
satisfaction with the behavior of seniors, junior3 appear to be re- 
asonably well satisfiedo Juniors' descriptions of what seniors do 
are rather highly correlated with juniors' descriptions of their own 
behavior for those items which describe individual effort. They per- 
ceive less similarity between their own behavior and that of their 
seniors for items which describe relationships with persons. The same 
trend is apparent in juniors' expectations for seniors= When seniors 
report that they ought to have less responsibility than they describe 
themselves as having, they are described by their juniors as having a 
comparatively high degree of responsibility. Their juniors not oniy 
describe themselves as high in responsibility, but report that they as 
well as their seniors should have considerable responsibility. If 
seniors report that they do more than they ought in relation to in- 
spection, teaching and writing reports, juniors report that both them- 
selves and their seniors should devote comparatively small amounts of 
time to these performances.  In general, juniors report themselves 
doing more in a performance when they describe their seniors as doing 
j.ore than seniors say they ought, and also "»»•hen they report that sen- 
iors ought to do more than seniors describe themselves doing. 

(2) Perceptions of Organization - Scott - -•> 

In a squadron of submarines, 63O enlisted men were asked 
to fill in blank charts to indicate their immediate seniors, as well 
as their peers arid juniors in their own units of organization. Those 
chartB were compared with formal „harts and personnel rosters.  Dis- 
crepancies between the subjects' charts sind th». formal charts were 
classified as perceptual error. The findings indicate that the fmh- 
jects err most frequently in perceiving pef?rs, next most frequently in 
perceiving juniors, and lea3t frequently in perceiving seniors. 0- 
missions were the most frequent type of error. Peers were most fre- 
quently omitted. Persons named as juniors were frequently persons 
outside the subject's own unit of organization. A less frequent error 
consisted of the naming of a senior as a peer or junior. Total per- 
ceptual error is net highly related to ship fcffIclency, but is more 
highly related to indices of individual and unit effectiveness. In 
general, the higher the accuracy of perceptions of formal chart re- 
lationships of unit members, ths higher the morale of the unit as 
reported by the members themselves and by outsf.de observers. 

(3) Reciprocation of Status Expectations - Scott <8) 

The organization charts prepared by --nlisted men, and de- 
scribed immediately above, were subjected to furtner analysis. The 
purpose in the present analysis was not to determine deviations from 
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formal chartB, but to determine the extent to which any two subjects 
agree In their relative status to each other. If A name6 B as a jun- 
ior on A's chart, and B names A as a senior on B!s chart, their ex- 
pectations for each other are said to be reciprocated. Expectations 
are caid to be unreciprocated if A and B fail to agree <\s tc their re- 
lative status or if one fails to name the other. Among ships as a 
whole the variation in subunits tends to cancel out so that for ships 
the range of variation Is relatively sa»ll. Within most of the shipa 
there were both high and low subunits, both departments and divisions. 
One ship, however, was a marked deviant in the direction of low recip- 
rocity . This ship was ranked lowest in the squadron in efficiency and 
morale. If an officer who Is serving as a department head is rated 
high in military leadership by his seniors, the petty officers in his 
department will tend to be high in reciprocity of their status expecta- 
tions. This officer, whose petty officers' expectations are highly re- 
ciprocated, will receive relatively few leadership nominations from 
enlisted men. At first glance, It appears that an officer who is rated 
high by his superiors is rated low by enlisted personnel. If it is con- 
sidered, however, that there are strong intermediate superiors (the 
Petty Officers) between this officer and most of the enlisted men in 
his unit, it can be seen that this officer receives relatively fewer 
leadership nominations for the reason that relatively more of them are 
given to the strong intermediate superiors. If the petty officers are 
not strong links in the chain of command, the officer receives re- 
latively moi^e leadership nominations from the men. He is, however, 
rated lower by superiors. The analytical distinction between role 
conflict and status confusion may be useful in organization analysis. 
Some of the contradictions and discrepancies between behavior and be- 
havior expectations which are commonly attributed to role conflict may, 
in fact, reflect status confusion among the members of the organization. 
Failure of behavior to conform to expectations ,.annox necessarily be 
interpreted as indicating role conflict, as technically defined, among 
members. It is possible that members' rol«» definitions may correspond, 
but that their definitions of statue relationships do not. 

c. leadership and the Structure of Personal Interactions 

(1) The Structure of Personal Interactions - Stogdill and 
Koehler'^O 

Each officer interviewed _^as ask?-! to name the other mem- 
bers of his organization with whom he spent the most time  on a working 
basis. Twenty indices were derived to serve ae measures of different 
aspects of interaction structure- These measures were used in all or- 
ganizations studied. The study of a squadron of small ships provides 
data on the relation of interaction structures among juniors (enlisted 
men) to the Interaction structures among seniors (officers). As would 
be expected, the officers «ho receive more total mentions are those who 
are mentioned most frequently by their own juniors. When officers 
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receive more total mentions, the enlisted men under them tend to give 
more mentions to echelons above their own ar.c to receive more mentions 
from persons outside their own units. When officers receive more men- 
tions from their peers, the enlisted men under them tend to give fewer 
mentions to seniors and to persons outside their units, but they re- 
ceive more mentions from seniors. When officers are rated higher in 
military leadership by their seniors, the enlisted men under them tend 
tc receive more total mentions and more mentions from men in echelons 
below their own. The same effect is observed in units with high morale. 
When an officer is described as a more active leader by enlisted men, 
his Juniors tend to work together in their own unit and to receive 
fewer mentions from men in outside units. However, when an officer is 
described as a less active leader, the enlisted men under him tend to 
establish working relationships with men in outside units. When 
officers spend more time interviewing personnel, the enlisted men tend 
to work outside their own units; but when, officers spend store time 
making inspections, the enlisted men tend to work together in their own 
units. These results suggest that the structure of working relation- 
ships among juniors is related not only to the behavior of seniors, but 
to the structure of interactions among seniors» Under aome conditions, 
juniors tend to work together in their own units» However, some be- 
haviors and interactions among seniors appear to have a disruptive 
effect on the interaction structures of juniors, so that they are ob- 
served to establish working relationships with men outaide their own 
unit s. 

(2) The Responsibility and Authority of Juniors and Seniors 

The RAD scales were designed to measure different degrees 
of perceived responsibility, authority and delegation. In a squadron 
of submarines, a landing ship flotilla and in six large, stratified 
organizations the RAD scores of seniors were correlated with the aver- 
age öcores of their immediate juniors. There 13 observed a tendency 
in both large and small organizations for juniors to describe them- 
selves as low or uncertain in responsibility when seniors describe 
theiüselves as hi"7^1 in authority.  'Rnupvpr. vhf»n seniors describe them- 
selves as high in responsibility^ Juniors tend to describe themselves 
as high in authority and also, except for small organizations, in re- 
sponsibility o A heightened feeling of responsibility in seniors 
appears to enlarge the perceived scope for action of juniors, while 
an increase in the authority of seniors appears to have the reverse 
effect on juniors. When seniors delegate more in large organizations, 
their juniors describe themselves as higher in responsibility, 
authority and delegation» However, when seniors delegate more on 
small ships, their juniors tend to delegate less.  These results sug- 
gest that the responsibility, authority and delegation of juniors is 
highly conditioned by the behavior of their seniors. The findingß 
also indicate that the structure of the organization may be an impor- 
tant factor in determining the responsibility and authority relation- 
ships among juniors and seniors,.  These data were reported by Stogdill 
and Scott»^7; 
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d.  Leadership and Organization Effectiveness 

(1) Organization Effectiveness 

The value of a leader Is usually estimated in terms of 
the effectiveness of the organization which he leads. Naval ships are 
inspected periodically to determine their readiness for carrying out 
their assigned missions. Each ship Is given an operational readiness 
score which might he regarded as an index of organization effectiveness. 
8togdili'-7) correlated the operational readiness scores of ships with 
the RAD scores and leader behavior scores of the commanding officers, 
executive officers and department heads of those ships- In general, 
operational readiness wa« more highly correlated with the scores of the 
coiSB&ading officer than with those of the executive officer or depart- 
ment heads. The results suggest that the commanding officer is the 
Key officer in determining the effectiveness of the ship which he com- 
mands. One exception to this trend was noted. It was found that op- 
erational readiness was negatively correlated with representing be- 
havior (speaking and acting in behalf cf the group) on the part of the 
commanding officer and executive officer, but was positively correlated 
with this behavior on the part cf department heads. This finding sug- 
gests that ships are likely to be niors effective when officers closer 
to the enlisted men speak and act in their behalf.. It was found by 
Campbell-5), in a squadron of submarines, that ratings of ship effec- 
tiveness by command staff personnel ar*» positively correlated with 
torpedo accuracy firing scores and with quarterly training report eval- 
uations. Other me&bores found to be related to ship effectiveness were 
number of personnel aboard ship, reenllstment rates among enlisted men, 
lack of disciplinary offenses, and strlctüess of discipline for per- 
sonnel coming before the mast. Officers who command ships that are 
rated high in effectiveness and/or morale tend GO be regarded as better 
leaders by the enlisted men serving en those ships as well as by 
squadron command staff personnel, The results cf these studies suggest 
that the effectiveness of an organization is »-elated not only to the 
quality of its leadership, but also to the morale of its members in 
general. 

(2) Leader Effectiveness 

Campbell"-5) found that among submarine officers current 
fitness report scores are correlated with military rank and with nomin- 
ations for leadership by enlisted men»  Past fitness report scores are 
correlated with 5Cconductr; scores In Naval Academy and with nominations 
for leadership by enlisted rueiio However, present fitness report scores 
tend x,o  be correlated negatively with past fitness report scores, Naval 
Academy standing scores, and present ratings for military leadership by 
seniors. When an intermediate echelon of off'cers Is rated for leader- 
ship by senior officers and by enlisted personnel, the two groups are 
in fairly close agreement.  Stogdill, ö^o^^ and .räynes(6) found In the 

air development staff that five factors were required 
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to eccount for the intercorrelations among twelve criterion variables. 
The first factor., with highest loadings on military rank, level in or- 
ganization, socioffifitric score and leadership rating by seniors, was id- 
entified as "status in the organization". The second factor, with high- 
est loadings on ratings of responsibility and authority by Juniors, was 
identified as "responsibility".  The third factor, with high loadings 
on leader behavior descriptions of seniors by juniors, wes Identified as 
'^effective interpersonal relations". The fourth factor, with high load- 
ings only on juniors' descriptions of seniors' delegation and leader 
behavior, was identified as "the maintenance of an integrated work 
group". These results suggest that such factors as organization struc- 
ture and status, .job tenure, level of responsibility, interpersonal re- 
lations, and work group structure and performance must be taken into 
account in describing and evaluating leadership. 

2.  DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ORGANIZATIONS 

a. Differences Between Navy Organizations - Jaynes'-' 

In the analysis of variance design discussed under section 1. 
a. (l) of this chapter, a test was made to determine differences between 
submarines and landing ships (LST), as well as between seven diverse 
types of organizations. Only five variable» (sociometric score, level 
of authority, communicative behavior, and per cent of time spent in ob- 
servation and in consultation with peers) were found to differentiate 
significantly between submarines and landing snipe. Aoojjg diverse or- 
ganizations (command staffs, cruisers, destroyers, submarines, supply 
ships, mine ships and LSTs) the officers on conr-and staffs differed in 
holding higher military rank, in spending more time in consultation with 
outside persons, and in spending less time in teaching. Few significant 
differences were found among the various types of ships. 

b. Differences Between Navy and Civilian Organizations 

Fleishman'''' used an analysis of variance design to test for 
differences between four naval and four business organizations. The 
naval organizations were represented by a district command staff, a 
training station, a naval air station and a naval bureau. The business 
organizations were represented by a rubber tire manufacturing plant and 
three agricultural cooperative associations, A greater number of signi- 
ficant differences was found between different naval organizations and 
between different business organizations than between combined naval or- 
ganizations and combined business organisations. The variableB that 
differentiated significantly between business and industrial organizations 
were level in organization heirarchy, responsibility self rating, dele- 
gation self rating, sociometrlc score and amount of time spent in the 
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following performances: total tune spent in :\rK with persona, con- 
sulting outside persons, consulting juniors, -^amining reports, reading 
and answering mail, and coordination.  Stogdill, Wherry and Jaynes^") 
in their factor analysis of the intercorrelations amoug 120 groups of 
officers who occupy similar positions in similar types of organizations, 
found a few profiles of factor loadings which appear to be descriptive 
of specific types of organizations. When the factor profiles for a 
specific type of organization were plotted, not more than five or six 
clusters of factor profiles were found, even in the largest of the or- 
ganizations o Greater differences were found between specialties than 
between organizations. 

ORGANIZATION CHANGE 

a. Measures of Organization Change - Stogdill and Koehler (M 

It has been shown that a sociometric chart can be superimposed 
on an organization chart to Indicate the structure of working relation- 
ship in an organization. When successive studies of an organization 
are made, such charts can be drawn at intervals» Comparison of two 
such charts for one organization which was studied twice with six months 
intervening, showed that division heads under one commanding officer 
were bypassing their department heads and department heads were bypassing 
the executive officer in order to work directly with the commanding 
officer. This commanding officer rated himself high in responsibility, 
but his junior officers at each succeeding echelon below his own rated 
theüiöelves lower in responsibility« Under a different commanding 
officer six months later, these officers were °hown on the sociometric 
chart to work directly with their department heads who, in turn, worked 
with the executive officer or with their own juniors* In this situation, 
the junior officers were found to rate themse.lves higher in  responsibil- 
ity than the commanding officer, suggesting that they had more freedom 
for mwJHrig and carrying out decisions than was poseible under their 
previous commanding officer who worked with them closely on a face-to- 
face basis and made me-ny of their decisions for them» For theoretical 
purposes, an organization can be conceived as a eonsteiialiuu of vari- 
ables in interaction. A table of intercorrelations among measures of 
organization structure and status, personal performance and personal 
interaction, might, be recorded as a miniature system representative of 
such a constellation of variables.  Separate intercorrelations of 
measures taken at two different times or under different operating con- 
ditions might be used as a bacis,for estimating organization change. 
Analyses by Stogdill and Koehler1'' of data from a ship under operations 
ac sea and under operations in port reveal different clusters of signi- 
ficantly intercorrelated variables which are descriptive of these two 
orw=i-ating conditions.  However, the most linpressive result of these 
analyses is the finding that both operative and formal organization is 
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characterized by a high degree of stability which persists under diff- 
erent conditions. It is this stability which -^ives permanence to or- 
ganization and predictability to the performance and behavior of the 
members of the organization. These^reaults lend further support to the 
reports by J&yneer-2'  and Fleishmanu) that fewer significant differences 
are found between organizations than between the positions in their or- 
ganizations . 

k.     THE PREDICTION OF LEADER BEHAVIOR 

a. Prediction of Navy Officer Performance 

Stogdill, Coons, Scott and Jaynes'9) conducted a study designed 
to predict the behavior of Navy officers being transferred to new 
positions. A field worker studied twenty officers about to be trans- 
ferred. Another field worker studied the officers who were to be re- 
placed by the "transferees' (officers being transferred). The officers 
being replaced were designated as ''Occupants" of the positions to which 
the transferees were to be assigned. Measures were obtained on ^3 vari- 
ables. The data obtained from both the transferees and occupants were 
employed by six Navy officers and eleven members of the Ohio State 
Leadership studies staff for predicting the future behavior of the trans- 
ferees. Predictions were recorded for each item of behavior for each 
transferee. Six months later each transferee was studied in his new 
position.  It was found that when predicting for individual items of 
Viphavi.or; the average correlation between the predictors' scores and 
the follow-up scores was .27. The predictorsr scores were more highly 
correlated with the scores of the transferees r„:d occupants than with 
the follov-up scores. Predictions were somewhat more accurate for those 
items of behavior on which the predictions were more highly correlated 
with the scores of the occupants than with those of the transferees. 
The transferees tended to act in their new Jobs more like they acted in 
their previous jobs in their interactions with other persons. They 
tended to act in their new jobs more like the previous occupants of 
those .lobs in those forms of work which involved individual effort. 
When predicting for the total behavior of the transferees, the predict- 
ions were most successful for those officers being transferred to the 
position of commanding officer. Predictions were least successful for 
officers being transferred to technical positions aboard ship. The 
predictors' scores were somewhat more highly predictive of future per- 
formance than were the past performance scores of the transferees. 
This study is of significance in indicating that individual items of 
behavior can be predicted with a moderate degree of success and that the 
past performance of the individual and the demands of the Job must >« 
given differential weights in predicting different kinds of performance. 
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Discussion 

It baa been possible in the brief abstracts presented above to de- 
scribe only the highlights of research design,, methodology and findings. 
The total integration of the research could not be indicated in these 
abstracts, but some integration was suggested by the occasional croas 
references to different studies. 

Various studies yield data relative to factors which determine per- 
formance. These data suggest that the nature of the job occupied by an 
individual is a more potent factor in determining his performance than 
is hin personal pattern of behavior or the nature of the organization 
in which hia job is located. This finding suggests the possibility of 
improving personnel selection and assignment by developing methods and 
criteria which are specific to different job families. 

The finding that organizations are characterized by underlying 
factors of a profound degree of stability and that organizations which 
differ widely in character show more similarities than differenuss in 
their operational and performance characteristics, suggests the need 
for a marked revision of a number of preconceptions about the nature of 
organization. It is suggested in particular that much of the current 
literature on democracy, authoritarianism, and bureaucracy in organiza- 
tions needs to be reexamined with a view toward removing that which re- 
presents unsound preconception and bias and with the further aim of 
reconstructing concepts and theories on the basis of research findings. 

The results of this research suggest that even small organizations 
are very complex in structure and can be adequatel;y described only in 
terms of a number of dimensions. The engineer's emphasis on horizontal 
differentiation and the social scientist's prec cupation with vertical 
power structures represent gross distortions and oversimplifications of 
the problems of organization•> The necessity for taking both of these 
factors into account is of more than theoretical significance. The con- 
cepts of organization held by business men, government officials and 
aucial scientists make a deep and far reaching impact on the development 
of organizations at all levels of complexity in our society. 

This research represents only a beginning in the empirical investi- 
gation of a field of knowledge which has previously been visualized 
only in theoretical terms. It would be unwise to generalize far beyond 
the sample of organizations studied in this research. R«+her, the re- 
search should be extended to a wide variety of organizations in order to 
determine which factors are common to organized groups in general and 
'which are specific to various types of organizations. 
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VI.  APPLICATIONS 

The inforiuation and methods developed by this project should have 
practical utility in the areas of (l) personnel selection, (2) evalua- 
tion of persons, organization or units of organization, (3) organiza- 
tion analysis, (k)  administrative practice and (5) training. These are 
not independent areas. It is the opinion of the writers that any re- 
medial action designed to effect improvements in any one of these areas 
should be based on an integrated analysis of all the areas. 

As a matter of convenience, the different areas of application 
will be discussed separately. 

1.  PERSONNEL SELECTION 

The results of this research hr.ve shown that performance in a par- 
ticular type of administrative, executive, supervisory, or staff posi- 
tion is likely to be determined to a high degree by the duties and ex- 
pectations attached to the position and by its status in the organiza- 
tion structure. Some jobs involve a high degree: of individual, effort. 
Others require a high degree of personal Interaction.  Some require 
interaction primarily with seniors, or peera.  Oxhers demand a high degree 
of interaction with juniors. Staff positions are likely to involve con- 
siderable interaction with seniors, while supervisory positions usually 
involve more interactions with juniors. 

The finding that the nature of the Job is a potent factor in de- 
termining performance does not In any way invalidate the well established 
fact that individuals differ. Some behaviors p-pear to be carried by 
the man from one job to another. Data derived from the Leader Behavior 
Scales and from the Soclometric Indices suggest that some persons tend 
to identify themselves and to interact primarily with seniors, while 
others tend to identify themselves and to Interact mostly with juniors. 
The findings further indicate that those who interact on a more harmon- 
ious basis with Juniors are likely to be regarded as better leaders by 

The factorial study of 120 groups of persons in different special- 
ties indicates that there are not an infinite number of patterns of per- 
formance represented in these specialties. A large portion of the vari- 
ance among the specialties was accounted for by eight orthogonal factors. 
'These findings suggest the feasibility of establishing differential per- 
formance requirements and criteria for a limited number of families of 
positions.  It is suggested, therefore, that job analysis, organization, 
analysis, performance analysis, and personnel testing be combined when 
it is desired to develop an effective personnel selection program.  It 
seems reasonable to believe that selection and placement based on a con- 
sideration of formal organization structure, personal interaction 



structures in the organization, the perforsanc r and interaction de- 
TTiAndo uf the job ou be filled arid the location of the .job in the or 
ganizatlon, in conjunction with a consideration cf the characteristic 
performance and interaction patterns of the applicant,!? for the job, 
should result in more effective placement. It might be argued that 
this is an expensive procedure.  It wight also be argued that the 
current practice of carrying out job analyses and organization analyses 
when special problems arise or independently of the selection program 
is still more costly. 

2. EVALUATION 

The results of the research indicate that officer fitness report 
ratings are not highly correlated with other leadership criteria de- 
veloped by this project. Whereas the distribution of fitness report 
ratings tends to be highly skewed toward the maximum score, ratings 
made for research purposes show an almost normal distribution about the 
midpoint of the rating scale. It is apparent that the factors involved 
in rating personnel for research purposes differ very markedly from 
those lmrclved when the future careers of the officers being rated are 
at stake. 

The scale developed by this project for obtaining ratings on 
'tilit&ry leadership" is a useful type of device when it is desired to 
reduce skewness toward the high end of the scale. This scale requires 
a 3euicr to list his juniors in order of merit (the rank order rating 
system) and at the same time to rate each junior on a four point rating 
scale ranging from "Excellent" to "Poor". Thi"- system has the same 
weakness found in most rating schemes. For example, it can not be as- 
sumed that a Biau. who is rated as "excellent" and ranked as "best leader" 
in one group is equal in merit to a man who is rated as "excellent" and 
ranked as "beat leader" in some other group. The problem is magnified 
when different seniors are required to rate varying numbers of juniors. 

It is believed thnt a. B^öteiü which involves the rating of a man 
against his own performance might have considerable usefulness for the 
selection of men for special assignments. The following sample rating 
scale is shown in order to illustrate the proposed system. The same 
system could be extended to a wide variety of items including descrip- 
tions of behavior in terms of other ^han frequency of performance or 
per cent of time involved. 

The proposed system includes a description of his own performance 
by the person reported on, a rank ordering of the items of performance 
(from those in which most competence is shown to those in which least 
competence is shown) by the reporting officer, and a rating by the re- 
porting officer of thij degree of competence shown by the subject in 
terms of other officers of hie own rank and assignment. 



Guch a rating system should provide a basis for matching an offi- 
cer's pattern of performance and level of coiripeter.ee to the require- 
ments of the job(s) for which he is being considered. 

The present research also employed the rank ordering of units of 
organization in order to obtain ratings of the effectiveness of units 
in carrying out their assigned missions. These ratings appear to have 
considerable utility as leadership criteria. The ratings obtained as 
a result of the Navy's periodical operatione.1 readiness inspections also 
appear to merit further use as criterion measures in leadership studies 
and performance evaluation. 

The procedure for the proposal rating form follows: 

Performance Record 

Instructions to officer being reported on: In column (l) below 
iscord after each item the percentage of your time spent in the per- 
formance described. 

Instructions to reporting officer: In column (2) below rank the 
items in order of merit from 1 to 14 to indicate the relative degree of 
competence shown by the officer reported on in the performance of the 
items of work described. A rank order of 1 indicates that the officer 
is more competent or ski]led in the item of work described than in the 
other items in the list. A rank order of 1^ indicates that the officer 
is lea3t skilled in the item of work described. 

Also, after each item, enter in column (3) below one of the letters: 
A, B, C, T),   E or F to indicate the relative sk'll or competence of the 
officer in comparison with all other officers of the same rank, classi- 
fication and corps who are known to you personally. 

A indicates that he is in the top 10 per cent. 
B indicates that he is in the next 20 per cent. 
C indicates that he is in the next 40 per cent. 
D indicates that he is in the next 20 per cent. 
E indicates that he is in the bottom 10 per cent. 
P indicates that you have not observed his performance. 

ITEMS OF PERFORMANCE (l)       (2) (3) 
jo  Time    Order of    Comparison 

skill      with others 
1. Inspection (Observation to 

determine conditions) 

2. Research (Gathering and pre- 
paring data) 

3. Planning (Short term and long 
range planning 
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ITEMS OF PERFORMANCE (l)        (?) (3) 
jo  Time    Order of    Comparison 

skill     with others 

k.  Preparation of procedures 
(Outlining methods for op- 
erating plans) 

5. Coordir.a.ticn (Integration 
of activities for purposes 
of efficiency, economy, and 
control of operations) 

6; Evaluation (Evaluation of 
correspondence, reports, in- 
formation ,  decisions, perfor- 
mance, results) 

7- Interpretation (Clarifying 
and explaining) 

8. Supervision (Seeing that 
work gets done) 

9- Personnel activities (Select- 
ion, discipline, training, 
motivation of personnel) 

10. Public relations (Selling 
organization to ths public) 

11. Professional consultation 
(Giving technical advice) 

12. Technical and professional 
performances (Teaching, 
medical practice, operating 
equipment, etc.) 

13. Negotiations (Purchasing, 
selling, negotiating agree- 
ments, settling claims, etc.) 

Ik.     Scheduling, routing and dis- 
patching (Determining the 
time, place and sequence of 
operations) 

' 100% 
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3-  ORGANIZATION ANALYSIS 

The present research has shown that patterns of performance and 
structures of working interactions do not always correspond closely 
with the specifications of formal organization.  Such a finding does 
not necessarily indicate a condition that is in need of correction. 
Operative organization must change in order to cope with changing tasks 
and conditions. In cases where repeated studies indicate marked differ- 
ences between formal and operative organization, it might be well to 
consider the advisability of revising the formal structure in order to 
conform more closely with the performance patterns and interaction 
structures that have developed through continued operations. 

The sociometric methods, the RAD Scales and the Per Cent of Time 
Forms, used in conjunction with organization charts and manuals, appear 
to be useful for a comparative study of formal and operative organiza- 
tion. The report by Stogdill and Koehler^ ' has shown how these methods 
can be used for purposes of organization analysis. 

Scott's^ study of enlisted men in submarines indicated that morale 
was better in those units in which organization structure was perceived 
most accurately- These results suggest the desirability, not only of 
informing members regarding the duties they are expected to carry out, 
but also regarding the identity of the persons whom th©y are to regard 
as junior and ^enior to themselves. Members formulate their own per- 
formance expectations to some extent in terms of what they observe their 
seniors and juniors to be doing and in terns of what is expected of 
these persons. None of the results of the research indicate that members 
do better or exhibit better morale when they are kept in the dark about 
their status or about what is expected of them.. If organization analysis 
is to be effective, it would seem desirable to extend it to the lowest 
echelons in the organization, and that each member should be given the 
information necessary for arriving at a correct definition of his own 
duties as well as of his relationships with seniors, peers and juniors. 

The finding that the specialization of performance alternates be- 
tween adjacent echelons in the vertical scale of organization suggests 
tne desirability öf repeating and extending research designed to deter- 
mine the presence of this effect in civilian organizations.  If it is 
found to be present, the information should be of considerable useful- 
ness in the assignment of duties and functions to personnel in different 
echelons. 

The finding that performance is highly determined by the nature of 
the job has important implications for organization effectiveness.  If 
a new man is being sought to improve the effectiveness of an organiza- 
tion or one of its subdivisions, he would appear- to be at least half 
defeated at the start if he is set down in the same position with which 
hia predecessor was unable to cope.  If it js desired to maximize 
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his chances of success, it would seem highly desirable to change the 
nature of his job to a substantial degree.  The job might be moved up 
or down in echelon status.  Subdivisions under Ibe job might be added 
or removed.  Duties attached to the job might be added or taken away. 
Any changes made should involve changes in the performance patterns and 
interaction structures of subordinates in order that the new man will 
not have to contend with the dead weight of organizational rigidity 
and operational routine. 

ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICE 

Various studies in this research have shown that those seniors who 
delegate more authority are regarded as better leaders, especially by 
juniors. When seniors delegate more, there is a tendency for the dele- 
gation process to continue down successive echelons among commissioned 
officers.  However, in small ships, there is a tendency for the process 
to stop at the echelon that hac direct supervision of the performance 
of enlisted men. There iß also a tendency for seniors to delegate less 
when their juniors are new to their jobs or are untrained. 

The finding thai "good" leadership and the delegation of authority 
are closely related has considerable practical significance for ad- 
ministrative practice.  One of the functions of effective administrative 
leadership would appear to be that of providing juniors with sufficient 
freedom of decision and action that they can carry out their duties in 
an unhampered manner. This conception of effective leadership is con- 
trary tu the once popular view that it is the function of leadership to 
obtain the maximum performance from followers v' o, by their inherent 
nature, will respond satisfactorily only under pressure, continued 
motivation or fear of punishment.  The Navy officers who obtained the 
highest ratings on various criteria of good leadership expressed the 
opinion that the best way to obtain satisfactory performance from juniors 
is tc provide them with a general statement of policy or of what is 
desired and let them employ their own methods in carrying cut their tasks. 

In formally stratified organizations, the results suggest that, in 
general, morale and organizational integration are better maintained 
when seniors provide juniors with freedom for decision and action, and 
inspect on an ispersonal basis to see that the work is being properly 
done. 
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The present research wa« not designed to investigate training pro- 
blems. However, all the findings relativ? to organization effective- 
ness and "good" leadership might be used as materials for textbooks and 
training courses on leadership and organisation. The point of view 
that leadership and organizational performance and structure represent 
integral, rather than separate, dimensions öf expectations, performance 
and interaction should prove helpful in analyzing problems of organiza- 
tion. 

The finding that some behaviors are typically characteristic of 
the man, while others are highly determined by the job, should be of 
value in training men for various specialties. When men are to be 
trained for a particular professional specialty, it would seem desir- 
able to give them training and practice in the administrative perfor- 
mances and skills which will be required. 

In military organizations, it would seem especially important to 
give young trainees adequate training in the effective organization 
and dispatch of paper work. Military men spend much of their time on 
paper work, not because of their love of bureaucratic procedures, but 
because systematic reports are required in order to account for their 
actions to the public and in order to provide a basis for efficient 
military administration.  Since paper work is necessary, and since Navy 
officers state that it uses up ?nuch of the time they should be spending 
on leadership, organization and morale, it would seem desirable to train 
young officers in the best available methods for discharging this chore 
in a rapid and efficient manner. 

VII. DISCUSSION 

This? project, has carried out a complex research design with a small 
staff.  The research is based on a atudy of 909 Navy officers in f6 
Navy organizations. Enlisted men and civilian personnel also partici- 
pated in the research. 

The project has made some contribution to the development of new 
research designs. The project as a whole was designed to test a minia- 
ture theoretical system which is not regarded as representing a complete 
theory of leadership or of organization.  Sub-designs within this system 
which may lay some claim to originality are the following: 

1. Job vs Organization as Sources of Behavior Variance 

2. Personal vs Organizational Determinants of Behavior 
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3-  Expectations (Does vs Ought) 

k.    Perceptions of Organization vs Organization Charts 

5. Prediction Based on Both. Transferee and Occupant 

Contributions have also been made toward the development of new 
methods for the study of leadership and organization. The most ex- 
tensively tested of these methods are: 

1. The forms for analyzing and describing administrative 
performance 'The Per Cent of Time Forms) 

2. The RAD Scales 

3-  The Sociometric Indices and the superimposition of Socio- 
metric Charts upon Organization Charts. 

Among the new findings developed by the research are the following: 

1. Performance is more highly determined by the nature of 
the job than by the nature of the organization in which 
the job is located. 

2, Specific items of behavior can be predicted as well from 
the behavior of the previous occupant of a job as from 
the past behavior of a new man transferred into the same 
job. 

3-  Interpersonal forms of behavior were predicted somewhat 
more successfully than various forms of individual effort. 

k.    The variance represented among a large number of special- 
ties can be accounted for to a very large extent by a 
limited number of factors. 

5- The decree of socialization exhibited bv immediate lun- 
iors and seniors alternates between adjacent echelons. 

6. Degrt  of responsibility and authority in seniors exerts 
different effects on juniors. 

7. The extent to which seniors delegate authority exerts diff- 
erent effects upon the delegation of juniors in large and 
small organizations!. 

8. When seniors spend more time In observation and inspec- 
tions (as opposed to personnel Interviewing and teaching) 
their juniors tend to work together in their own units of 
organisation rather than to establish working relationships 
with persons in other unite. 



9- Morale is higher in those units r,f organization in which 
the members have a clearer perception of the status of 
their immediate juniors, seniors and peers. 

10.  Juniors resemble their immediate seniors more closely in 
what they do than in what they think they (juniors) ought 
to do. 

Some hypotheses advanced at the beginning of the research have re- 
ceived increasing substantiation as the studies have progressed. Other 
hypotheses and concepts have undergone successive revisions, A number 
of questions have been raised which are in need of further investiga- 
tion. This project represents only a beginning toward a type of research 
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MANUAL OF METHODS 

The methods developed for the Studiea  in Naval Leadership consti- 
tute an integrated battery of research procedures..  They should be used 
with caution as separate devices for practical application, since some 
of the forms need to be lengthened in order to increase their reliabil- 
ity. 

Only the most recent revision of each method or form is presented 
in this manual. 

The methods are discussed under the following headings: 

A., The interview 
B.. Sociometric Methods 
Co Organization Charts and Manuals 
D. The  RAD Scales 
E. Work Analysis Forms 
P,  Leader Behavior Descriptions 
(?.  Effectiveness Ratings 
H,  Cautions 

A-  THE IKTERVTEW 

The interview designed for the Naval Leadership Studies is a 
structured, free-response type of interview.  This means that the in- 
terview is designed to elicit information about specific topics, but 
that questions have been phrased so as to permit the interviewee to re- 
spond in his own terms. 

The questions retained in the present form of the interview are 
tho:;3 which have proved most useful in a study of both military and 
business organizations.  There Is nothing sacred about these questions. 
If the interviewee does not understand a question, it should be altered 
and restated, retaining its essential meaning, until it is interpreted 
correctly. 

Before entering into the interview proper, it is desirable to give 
the interviewee a brief explanation of the purpose and nature of the 
study in which he is participating, The following example suggests a 
possible approach. However, the interviewer should adapt his explana- 
tion to fit the situation. 
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Bxjmp^ cf gaplaoatl-äs. to £ate.r*ie¥ee 

•She ftrs^asel Besäearto Bsmxä to the Sfcfa State flto*er*ity Is ccn- 
fätettag sttoies of leadersnip ami esSectoiFe -ertorsiance tö t&ssjiseBs, 
ina-sst-*^, education»  aas tos arsneä services -.    Tto present stodies are 
"bela« conducted lader contract with the Office of Sa^al SeJse#xsia.    It 
if« tie purpose cr these studies to demise «stoods is*JL:ck will be issetol 
far the selection.,  assigpseiit and transfer of persons in ©äsdElstrative 
far «JGSC'tftitsa} posiiioto-    Tae etodlea are experiment»! ,,  said fear's- no 
official cocjaectics "^atoceTer 3~Lth the Office of Eaval Research.    They 
»re feeing; conducted. eJfitijbety hf" the staff of the Öhiß State UniTer'sitl7 

Personnel Sesearcfo Board»    Ifeese -studies are designed to find oat vhat 
sajtonistratora do ai-.fi tow they de their Johe; not fay yell they do their 
jots-    ¥e are interested in aaMrg a job analysis of vgat% pert" oraance. 
-rfork sse'tiS6Ä#. and organisational operation«,     la order to accCBSsllsh this 
it. is nee^saary only to dessrlto aor^ately «feat is done, how it is done 
ami too doe?? it-    2oe report which "«e wOJ sataoit, to toe üwy will not 
coateto aogr irfcräsatisft sfö- data shtoh »111 Identify any inä'toidual*    läse 
research data «e collect here .will Im täte» to Soiwbns, coded .and jwineh- 
ed on. UM cards.    Our report will SÄ3§? only average scores «Ed con-elat- 
isna coefficients,, based on toe data tocalned for aii ssnibers. who partici- 
pate to toi.3 sttdy,.    Fcr this reaaoa* sfcar retort will le. of us misse to 
•fee Sfery im esr$.iHÄfei.iag to-  pgraoHGfii *bo are' cooperating *ith us in. this 
staiy*    This research is aimed at öerijslwg aetfcods for futore pse» net 
for present stilt%>* 

gjetosnics of toe Iniervicg 

'It: itas ao"t tefSfSi found necessary to räajüest,  or esgahaslze the ne- 
cessity pf, frahicaess in these JjttterTi^ärs. 

.After totrod-iJction.s haste 'fceen completed,, explanations of tig» etodies 
ssade,  and epeetlona answered tc toe  eattet sfacto an o.f the laterviewee» it 
±a time to enter Into tie interview proper» 

"Sie "interviewer places the Intersriev form an Ms desk in plain 
eight of the interviewee-»    3e writes OE tM.s toraa to toil iriew of toe 
Intorv"ie"steSj  ar^d ssakes no att^sxpt to- ccEceal asytaing he records» 

Tie lateiview 

cm tto first, gag*» nf tto interview fc;na- 

Peecrci the fall narjs and preffcsstorwC. tixia  (e»g« Cart-, Ite-^ 



Job Titles 
Record the official title (or titles) of the interviewee.  In 

case the interviewee occupies more than one position, record the title 
of each.  (For example, in Naval organizations, an officer may occupy 
the positions of Personnel Officer, Disciplinary Officer, and Recrea- 
tion Officer). 

Units in Charge of 
Record the namee of all the units (Departments, Divisions, 

Sections, etc.) headed by the interviewte.  If he is not the head of 
any organizational unit record "none". The Commanding Officer or Presi- 
dent heads the entire organization, so it is not necessary to list divi- 
sions. 

Units in Which You Are a Member 
Record the names of all the units (Departments, Divisions, 

Sections, etc.) in which the interviewee exercises official responsibili- 
ties, or is responsible for the performance of duties. For example, an 
officer may hold the position of Purchasing Officer in the Supply Depart- 
ment, but he may also be assigned on a part time basis to the Records 
Section of the Accounting Department. 

How Long Attached to this Establishment - (Number of Months) 

How Long in Present Position - (Record in Months) 

Naval Schools Attended 
If Naval Academy is not mentioned, inquire specifically. 

Numbered Interview Sections 

1. Mission (objectives and functions) of own unit/s. 

a. Definitions: 

The mission of an organization (or unit of organiza- 
tion) is defined in terms of the major general tasks it is expected to 
perform. The mission or general task of a given organization or unit 
is likely to remain more or less constant (e.g., to train personnel, to 
manufacture automobiles, etc).  The mission of an organization can 
usually be broken down Into specific objectives which may change from 
time to time according to requirements of changing situations.  For 
example, the specific objective of a training school today may be the 
training of a large number of cooks and bakers,  Next month it may have 
the specific objective of training an increased uumber of radio operators. 
The characteristic tasks of an organization (e.g. what it ordinarily 
does) are known as its functions. 
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Own uatt may be the entir« organization or a de- 
partment, or division, section, etc.  The following questions are de- 
signed to determine the major purpose of an organization or unit of 
organization. 

bo  Questions; 

In a military organization, the following question 
will usually elicit the desired information. 

What is the mission of your (department, organiza- 
tion, division, section, unit, etc.)? 

In a non-military organization, the following ques- 
tion will serve the 3ame purpose. 

What is the primary purpose of your (department, 
division, section, unit or organization, etc..)? 

If the interviewee is not in charge of any unit 
(department, division, etc.), but is responsible only for his indivi- 
dual performance, the following question may be asked. 

What are the major duties or functions or your 

2. Background and history (origin, reorganization, trend in 
3ise, major difficulties, plans for improvement) of own 
unit/e. 

The amount of information that can be elicited relative 
to the history of the organization or unit will protibly depend to a 
considerable degree upon the length of time the interviewee has been a 
member of the organization. It may also depend upon his position-- 
whether or not he has acces» to the information. For these reasons it 
is not necessary to press for information on these questions, but all 
questions should be asked. 

Questions; 
a>  Origin.  "Do you know when this (establishment, 

station, school, company, plant, department, division, etc.) was or- 
ganized? When was it started?'"' 

b.  Reorganization .  v*Has it undergone any major 
reorganizations since that tii»«?" 

If so, 'What was the nature of the most recent 
of these reorganization?" 



c. Trend In Size • 'What is +.'n.e present trend iii 
size aiid operations of the (organization, division, etc.)? Is it ex- 
panding retracting or leveling off? Hov do you explain this trend?" 

d. Major Difficulties.  Tould you list some of the 
major difficulties confronting your (organization, department, etc.) 
at the present time?" (if the answer iB "lack of money or personnel", 
aak if there are any otners.) 

e. Plans for Solution.  'What plans do you have for 
solving the difficulties?" 

f. Administrative Changes.  'What administrative 
changes have you made in order to accomodate your personal way of doing 
things and in order to get the job done the way you feel it should he 
done?" 

3- Work of the Executive 

It is the purpose of this analysis to obtain, in an in- 
terviewee's own words, a breakdown of his work in each position he 
occupies. No attempt is made to have the interviewee use the items 
listed in the form for estimating ''Time Spent in Major Responsibilities". 
Thp pmnhBRi? if? on what the interviewee actually does as he sees his 
own work. 

Definition - A position is any officially designated job 
which iB represented by an official title and a specified box on the 
organization chart. 

Questions; 
If the interviewee occupies more than one position 

ask, 'What per cent of tiiae do you spend in each of your positions-- 
what per cent in your position as   and what per cent in your 
position as  ?" 

If only one position is occupied ask, 'What are the 
major duties of your position.  By this I mean, how do you spend your 
working tiroe? Try to thiiik of your worK on the average so as to rule 
out the infiu nee of non-typical days.'' 

The same questions can also be phrased as follows: 
t)n the average, how do you spend your working day?" The same informa- 
tion should be obtained in relation to each position. 

Boards and Committees; 
Ask the interviewee to name all of' the boards and 

committees (which are not of a confidential nature) of which he is a 
meiBber.  Determine the percentage of time spent in each and the work per- 
formed 5n each by the interviewee. 
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'i.  Organization Chart (for each unit supervised)  Showing: 
(a) person to whom you r«port and (b) persons vho report 
to you. 

Draw, or have the Interviewee draw, an organization chart 
which shows his position, the position above his own, and the major posi- 
tions under his direction. A  chart should be drawn for each position 
occupied, and the relationship of these positions to each other and to 
the higher positions of the organization should be shown. 

If the interviewee has no idea of organisation, the in- 
formation can be obtained by asking him, 'Vho is your superior officer? 
or 'Vho is the person who has authority to supervise your work? What 
other persons work for your superior and hold the same relation to him 
that you do? How many people worK directly under your supervision, so 
that you are the one who has authority to tell them what to do? What 
are their nameB, what are their titles, what does each one of them do? 
Who works under each of these persons? What are their names, what do 
they do, etc.? How many people in all work under you?" 

5. Persons Dealt With (in order of length of tine) 

It is the pur-pose of this section of the. interview to 
obtain a list of those persons with «horn the interviewee spends the 
most time on a working basis.  It has been found that most persons in 
administrative positions spend more time with their immediate assistants 
and subordinates than with other persons. For this reason it appears 
desirable to obtain first a list, In rank order, of the assistants with 
whom the interviewee spends the most time.  Assistants may include both 
military and civilian personnel in a military organization. Assistants 
may also Include secretaries, stenographers and clerical help as well 
as administrative help. Unless the Interviewse has only one, two or 
three assistants, an attempt should be made to have him name at least 
four or five persons. 

After a list of assistants has been obtained the inter- 
viewer proceeds to obtain a list of other persons in the organization 
with whom the interviewee spends time on a working basis» It should be 
carefully emphasized and explained that this list Is to include all 
persons in the entire organization who are not working directly under 
the interviewee. This includes persons who are in the 3ame department 
in which he is located but who are not working under him, as well as 
persons in departments other than the one in which he is located. 

Questions; 
"I am wondering if you could list the namfis of your 

assistants with whom you spend the most tiffle  m getting work done. 
Think back over the past  several weeks,   consider  all  the  persons who are 
working under you.    With which one  of these  assistance have you spent 
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the most tine on a business basis? With which one have you spent the 
next moat time? Who next? Who next? etc, What is the general kind 
of bufcinesfl you cunduct with each of the persons you have named above?" 

After a list of at leapt five or six assistants 
has teen obtained the interviewer attempts to obtain a similar list of 
working partners who are not the interviewee's assistants or direct 
subordinates, 

KOTE: Commanding Officers, Executive Officers and 
presidents of companies are not asked the following question. 

Questions; 
"How, let's consider everybody in the entire (or- 

ganization, school, company, etc.) who are not working under your super- 
vision. This means that you want to consider not only the top officials 
but also all the members of other departments as well as the members 
of the ( department) who are not working under you.  It means 
people who have higher level positions than you; people the same level 
as you; and those who occupy lesser positions than yours.  Considering 
all of these people who are not your assis+.ants, with whom do you spend 
the most time in getting work done? Who is next? Who is next? etc." 
Try to get more than five names. 

After these two lists have been completed, the 
interviewer then requests that all of the names in the two lists be 
arranged in rank order by the interviewee according to the amount of 
time he spends with them. It may be necessary to hand the interviewee 
the list of names so he will have them before him. He is asked, 'Con- 
sider all of the names in the two lists. With whom do you spend the 
next most time? Rank them in order from most +") least"« The inter- 
viewer puts a (l) before the first, a (2) before the name of the 
second, etc. 

6. Methods of Getting Best Work out of AoölaLemts 

The interviewee is asked 'Vhat do you believe are the 
best methods for getting your assistants to do a good job for you?". 

Qualifications for this Position as the Incumbent sees it. 

t- Training, experience and general qualifications); 
The interviewee is asked, "If you were writing a set of 

qualifications for persons who are 'GO fill a position similar to yours, 
what would you require in the way of training, experience, and other 
general qualifications?". 
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Forme to Be Filled Out by Interviewee 

If there are forms to be filled out by the intervievee, 
present them at this time. If both interviewer and interviewes have 
tine, the forms Jiay be filled out while the interviewer is at hand to 
answer questions. If forms must be left, explain directions and me- 
chanics of each set of forms until certain that Interviewee understands 
clearly how to complete them. Agree upon a date and time for collecting 
them. 

Thank the Interviewee for hi» participation in the research , 
Answer any questions he may wish to ask. 
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Ohio State University 
Personnel Research Board 

Leadership Studies 

Date 

Name 

Titles 

Units in charge of 

Units in which you are a nenber 

How long attached to this establishment. 

How long in present position  

Naval Schools attended 

1. Mission (objectives and functions) of own unit/s. 

2. Background and history (origin, reorganizations, trend in size, major difficul- 
ties, plans for improvement) of own unit/s. 
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3.  >»orr: of the Executive 

General breakdown of work involved in each position occupied, including 
Boards and Connittees. Per cent of time devoted to oach position and to the 
administrative functions involved in each. 

Boards and Coranittees 



f>.    Persons Deal'. With  (in  order of length of tine) 

flame or Title Kind of Business 

•Own Assistants (all persons directly under your supervision) 

(  ) 

Persons other than your own assistants (all superiors, subordinates, and associates 
in the entire establishment, other than your own assistants) 

( 

( 

»Determine  rank orciei 
outside own unit,. 

xiominr uwn assist; r,:. ns3yt-1at.es 
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B.  SOCIOMETRIC METHODS 

Sociometry is a method which was devised for measuring the struc- 
ture of preference relationships existing among the members of a social 
group.  In military and industrial use this method is known as the "nom- 
inating technique" or the "buddy rating technique". 

The ba^i^ method requires each member of a group to express a pre- 
ference as to which memcers of his group he would most want for leader 
or roommate, or the like. Using such expressions of choice, a sociogram 
can be constructed showing how many times each meabex- is chosen and by 
whom he is chosen.  Chart I represents such a sociogram.  The sociogram 
shows that person B is chosen by a}"* snr.janers of the group.  B, C, and 
F choose each other.  D and E are each chosen once, but A receives no 
choices.  F receives two, and C receives three, choices. 

Charu 1.  Sociogram 
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The basic question utilized for obtaining the data for this re- 
search watt stated as follows:  "With whom do you spend the most tine in 
getting work done?" It was found necessary as the studies progressed 
to add clarifying instructions in such a manner as to eliminate the in- 
fluence of atypical days. An officer might reply, for example, 'Veil, 
yesterday I spent most of my time with an officer who has Just reported 
for duty".  In order to overc^sc thin type of difficulty the following 
instructions were added to the original question:  "Think back over the 
past month.  Consider all members of the organization here that you have 
contacted during business hours.  With which ones have you spent the 
most time on a business basis? With whom, on the average, do you spend 
the most time in getting work done?" 
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Each person interviewed was encouraged tc name several members, 
to describe the kinds of business transmits«? ^Ith each, and to rank the 
names in order according to amount of time spent.  This method was 
later modified in order to overcome an additional difficulty.  It was 
found that some officers tended to think only of their assistants and 
subordinates, while others tended to think only of superiors and as- 
sociates at the 3ame level in other departments.  In the revised pro- 
cedure, the person being interviewed was asked to name first, his 
assistants and aubordinates in. his own unit with whom he spent the most 
time, and, second, to name the superiors and persons at the same and in 
lower echelons in other units. He was then asked to consider the names 
in both lists combined, and to rank them in order according to time 
spent.  This procedure appears necessary in order for each person to 
have a common understanding of the problem, and to obtain data compar- 
able from one person to another. 

Individuals differ in the facility with which they can differenti- 
ate among those with whom they work. Most of the persons interviewed 
were able to name the first two or three persons with a high degree of 
confidence.  Some could name seven or eight work partners and express 
complete satisfaction with the order in which they were ranked. A 
fairly large number ranked the fourth, fifth, and succeeding persons 
with a diminishing degree of certainty. A very few stated that they 

1 were unable to discriminate among their immediate juniors, maintaining 
that they spent about an equal amount of time with each of them. 
Analysis of logs of working contacts In one organization indicated that 
thj s  is a correct statement of the situation for some persone.. 

It will be noted that the present method Is based on questions re- 
lating to actual, not preferred, associations with other persons. To 
ask a member to name those with whom he actual1£ spends time may not be 
equivalent to asking him to name those with whom he would prefer to 
spend his time: The latter, a statement of preference, might be used 
as a criterion of leadership popularity. However, time actually spent 
with other persons in a formally structured organization may be deter- 
mined not by personal choice, but by working proximity, lines of com- 
munication, work routing, requirements for coordination, emergency 
demands, arid the like,  «orking sociometry, based on time 3pent with 
other persons, would appear to repi^sent a mee-sure of operative organi- 
zation, rather than leadership preference. The structure of working 
relationships and the structure of leadership preferences are signifi- 
cantly correlated, but are by no means Identical, as will be shown in 
a later section of this report - 

Previous reports from this project have snown that a sociogram 
can be superimposed upon the organization chart to provide a picture 
of the working interrelationships among the vaerbers of an organization, 
The following eTRmple (Chart 2), which ;. B a composite based upen several 
organizations, is shown for illustrative purposes. 



It will be observed that the Commanding Officer (CO.) mentions 
the Executive Officer (X.Q.) and Department Head C as the two persons 
with whom he spends the most time in working contacts.  The Commanding 
Officer is mentioned by the Executive Officer, Department Head C and 
Division Head C.1 as one of the two persone with whom they spend the 
most time on a working bs.ßls.  Only the first two persons mentioned by 
each member are shewn here in order that the chart will not be too com- 
plicated. 

The Executive Officer mentions the Commanding Officer and Depart- 
ment Head B as work partners-  He is mentioned by six persons.  In most 
Naval organizations studied the Executive Officer receives the most 
mentions.  This is in accord with expectation, since it is his function 
to coordinate the activities of the organization and to insure that the 
policies of the Commanding Officer are put into effect. 

Chart 2.  Suciograiii Superimposed on Organization Chart 
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In Department A, the members tend to mention each other aa work 
partners.  However, in Department C, the members tend to mention persons 
outside the department.  Division Head C.l tends to work more with the 
Commanding Officer and with Department Head B than he does with his own 
department head. Such a pattern of working relationships is likely to 
be exhibited by the Public Information Officer when he occupies a pos- 
ition lower than that of department head, The Commanding Officer is 
likely to consult with him directly on public relations matters rather 
than dealing with the department head- 

In most organizations studied there have been found one or two de- 
partment heads, su.:h as Department Head B, who receive an unusually 

are likely to concentrate upon the department head who is at the focus 
of the activities and objectives of the organization at the time of the 
study. As activities change, the focus of choices may change to ehe 
department which is most critically involved in the new tasks to be 
performed. 

In Chart 2, it will be seen that the department heads work with 
the Executive Officer.  The division heads tend to work with their res- 
pective department heads, thus insuring intradepartment coordination. 
There are two contacts between departments B and C. These lateral con- 
tacts facilitate interdepartmental coordination. 

The method illustrated in Chart 2 has practical utility in showing 
graphically those areas of organization in which working relationships 
are most highly concentrated, and the units of organization involved. 

There are no set. rules for determining how many mentions per in- 
dividual should be plotted,  However, it should be pointed out that if 
each person In an organization of five members la given four mentions, 
then each member will receive four mentions, and the scores will have no 
discriminating value- No matter how- many mentions are finally used, 
there is much insight to be gained by plotting the first two mentions 
and making a count of scores and an inspection of the chart to see which 
members receive the most first and second mentions. The third mention 
may then be added to the chart, and then succeeding mentions. 

In order to move from a pictorial to a quantitative level of des- 
cription, a number of indices have been derived from the M3 (mentions- 
given) and MR (mentions-received) scores.  These are listed and defined 
in Table Bl. One may mention other members within one's own unit of 
organization (GI), or one may mention other? outside one's own unit (GO). 
One may mention seniors (GA), peer a (GS), and juniors (GB).  One may 
receive mentions from members wjthin (BI) and outside (RO) one's own 
unix and from seniors (RA), peers (.RSI, dud juniors (RB)< 



TABLE Bl.  30CT0METRIC INDICES (Definitions' 

MG   Mentions given--Total number of persons mentioned 
(JI   Mentions given inside own unit of organization 
GO   Mentions given outside own unit of organization (persons in other 

units are named) 
GA   Mentions given to persons in echelons above one's own 
GS   Mentions given to persons in the same echelon as one's own 
GB   Mentions given to persons in echelons belaw one's own 
G2A  Mentions given to persons in echelons 2 or more levels above 

one's own 
G2B  Mentions given to persons in echelons 2 or more levels below 

one's own 
KEG  Number of echelons into «hich mentions an. given 

MR Mentions received—Total number of mentions received 
RI Mentions received inside one's own unit of organization 
RO Mentions received from persons in units other than one's own 
RA Mentions received from persons in echelons above own 
RS Mentions received from persons in same echelon 
RB Mentions received from persons below own 
R2B Mentions received from echelons 2 ur more levels below own 
R2A Mentions received from echelons 2 or more levels above own 
NEE Number of echelons from which mentions are received 

RM   Number of reciprocated mentions 
MR/? Number of mentions received divided by number of members within 

own unit minus self- 

Other indices besides those listed In Table Bl have been derived, 
but they have proved to be rather insubstantial in that they result 
mostly in zero scores. Two of the indices (G2B and R2A) listed in Table 
Bl, are examples of such insubstantial scores» ThiB fact may be ob- 
served in Table B2, which illustrates a convenient method for counting 
scores for the various indices» 

In the left hand column of Table B2 are listed the persons who give 
mentions to other members of the organization.  In the top row are listed 
the members who receive mentions from those listed at the left.  It will 
be observed that the CO. gives mentions to X.0-. , A, B, and B3~ Moving 
to the right hand section of the table, his total of four mentions given 
is recorded under MG-  His mention given to the X-0« is entered under 
GI.  He has no superiors or peera in the organization so zero scores are 
entered under GA, GS, and G2A.  H.xs four mentions are given to juniors 
and are entered under GB,  Three mentions are given to members who are 
removed two or more echelons belov his own (G2B),     fie gives mentions to 
persons in, three separate vertical echelons (HEG)  \'.e  givaa three men- 
tions (to X.O., B, and B3) which are reciprocated (RM). 
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The count of mentions-received score? mo • ^ova from the top of 
the table. Department Head A receives six mentions, whicn are recorded 
after (MR) in the lover left segment of tne .-,nart. He receives two 
mentions from members (AI, A2) within his own unit (RI).  he receives 
four mentions from persons outside his unit (RG). He receives two men- 
tions from seniors (RA),. two from peers (RS), and tvo from juniors (RB).      i 
Re receivec no mentions fl-GB members tvo or more echelons below his own, 
(R2B), and only one from a member (the CO.) who is two or more echelons 
above his own (R2A).  He receives mentions from members who are located 
in four different echelons of the organization (HER). His total mention- 

in his unit of organization. Therefore his MR/P score is 6/2 er 3.C. 

Scores such as those described above serve to indicate whether a 
member tends to work with members within his own unit or with members 
outside his unit, and whether he tends to work with seniors, peers, or 
juniors. 

Reliability of the Indices | 

i 
A Naval district command staff cooperated in a study designed 

to determine the test-retest reliabilities of the methods employed in 
the Studies in Naval Leadership-  The tests were administered once to 
3U officers.  The same tests vere administered again one month later. 
Thirty-tvo officer«, participated in both studies» The primary change 
in the formal structure of the organization consisted in the assignment 
of a new officer to fill the dual position of Assistant Chief of Staff 
for Operations and Assistant Chief of Staff for Logistics, which posi- 
tions were filled by other- officers in an acting capacity at the time 
of the first study. 

The means, standard deviations and correlation coefficients de- 
rived from data provided by officers who participated in both the first 
and second studies are shown in Table B3-  All mentions given by each 
officer were used in computing the scores. 

It will be noted that more persons, on the average, were mentioned 
during the restudy than during the first study.  It is possible, and 
probable, that this difference la less an sxpreoslon of organization 
change than of a greater fueling of confidence on the part of the offic- 
ers being interviewed in the motives and purposes of the interviews in 
obtaining such data. 

The correlation coefficients In the right hand column, range from 
.10 for GS to .97 for RB.  The test-retest correlations of mentions 
given scores (Mu, 01, 00, GA, OS, GB, G2Ä and HEG) range from .10 to 
.82.  The mentions received scores (MR, Rl. RO. RA, PS, RB, R2B, WER 
and MR/P) are considerably higher. These range from ,.r,7  to -97- ^ie 

correlations for MR, RB. and R2B are above »90.  If these test-retest 
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TABLE B3-  TE3I-RETSST CORRELATIONS OF ETGHTEEH SOCIOME'IRIC 
VARIABLES; MEAH8 AND STAKDARD DEVIATIONS (B*»32J 

Variable M SD 
Secnnri fitly";« 

M SD 

m 
GI 
GO 
GA 
GS 
Go 
G2A 
NEG 
MR 
RI 
RO 
RA 
RS 
RB 
R2B 
NER 
KM 
MR/p 

2.8 
1.6 
1.2 
1.5 
.4 
.8 
.6 

P.2 
2.3 
1.6 
1.2 
.8 
.14 

1.5 
.6 

i  - 

1.0 
1.0 

1.2 
1.3 
1.0 
l.i 

1.2 
1 =0 
2n 

2.2 
2.2 
1.2 
.9 

2.5 
1.8 
1*7 
i ,i 

•7 
.2 
• 5 
,0 
,8 
-9 
,o 

3-7 
2„2 
1.5 

• 9 
,8 

2.0 
1.0 
2.2 
1*9 
1.8 

1.9 
1.6 
1.2 
1.3 

.8 
1.1 
2.8 
2.2 
2.1* 
1.2 
1.0 
2.5 
2-3 
1.1* 
1 = 7 
1.2 

•57 
•73 
.60 
•79 
.10 
.71* 
.82 
.61* 
.92 
• 89 
.85 
•72 
• 57 
• 97 
= "0 
•76 
= 78 

r05 - .1*5 
rOl = -35 

correlations are regarded as reliability coefficients it is apparent 
that the mentions received scores are more reliable than the mentions- 
given scores for this organization. 

It should be pointed out that MG is a function of the individual, 
while MR is a function of the group in relation to the individual. The 
group scores appear to be considerably more stable than the individual 
scores. 

Estimated Time Compared with Logged Time 

Data derived from the study of a Naval, air station permit an 
approximate determination of validity of the sociometric scores.  In 
the course of interviewing kk  commissioned officers, each was asked to 
name the other officers on the station with whom he spent the most time 
in getting work done. 
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IXiring ehe second veek in which inte • ewa were being con- 
ducted , the officers were asked to keep a log of work performance. The 
log sheet was marked off in one minute intervals from 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 
P.M., so that the end of one kind of work performance or personal contact 
end the beginning of another kind of performance or contact with another 
person could be indicated by a check mark at the appropriate hour and 
minute of the day.  Kinds of work performance were coded so that kind of 
work being done could be indicated on the log by a code number-  Similarly 
the names of persons contacted were indicated on the log by code letters. 

Examination of the logs indicates that the $2  officers who 
kept the log during the three day period contacted an average of Ik 
persons each daily.  Six of these persons were other officers within the 
organization.  Sight cf the persons contacted were enlisted or civilian 
personnel or persons outside the organization.  Only time spent in making 
contacts with other officers within the organization was used in computing 
the logged sociometric score-  Time spent in formal staff conferences 
was not included because few officers listed the names of all persons 
attending the staff meetings. The smallest number of persons contacted 
in a day was three. The chaplain logged contacts in one day with 54 
persons, all enlisted personnel or civilian visitors. 

Most of the logs showed multiple contacts with certain persons 
during the day.  The total daily time spent with single individuals 
ranged from 1 to 150 minutes» Approximately half the persons contacted 
involved less than ten minutes of working time daily. 

Each officer's logged sociometric scores consisted of the total 
time logged over a three day period with each person whom he contacted. 
In general, unless an officer spent more than 20 minutes in working time 
with another officer during the three day perioJ, that contact was omitted 
from the sociometric chart.  This cutting point was adopted on the as- 
sumption that working interactions of longer total duration might be 
more representative (i.e. less subject to determination by chance cir- 
cumstances) than shorter contacts.  Although the average officer con- 
tacted fourteen persons dally, only six of these contacts were with 
other officers in the organization, and soiae of these were of too short 
duration to show on the sociometric charts..  It is for this reason that 
the average number of mentions given and received Is lover on the logged 
charts than on the estimated charts. 

It was possible to determine for each officer the amount of 
time logged as having been spent with other officers luring the three day 
period. These logged time scores can be used to construct sociograms 
and derive sociometric Indices in the same manner: that nominations are 
used.  Since logged time repreaents a comparatively accurate measure of 
time spent, wit'n other persons, it might be used as a criterion score. 
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Among the inentions-gr^en scores, time logged as spent vith 
juniors (GB) and with, person? two or moie echelons above own (G2A) are 
most highly correlated with estimated time with these persons. The 
correlation of .20 for GS Indicates that estimates and the log are not 
in close agreement as to tLre spent with peer3. 

TABLE B4.  CORRELATION OF LOGGED TIMS WITH 
ESTIMATED TIME (H » 32 OFFICERS) 

Variable 
Log_ 

MG 
GI 
GO 
GA 
GS 
GB 
G2A 
BEG 
MR 
RI 
RO 
RA 
RS 
RB 
SSC-O 

NER 
RM 
MR/P 

M SD 

3-3 1.4 
1.8 1.1 
1-5 1.3 
LA 1-3 
1.0 .9 

-9 1.3 
r .8 

2.4 *9 
3-3 2.1+ 
i  P 
X • •_> 1.7 
1.5 1.6 

• 9 l„3 
1.0 l.l 
1.4 2.1 

•5 1-3 
2.0 1,0 
1.6 1.2 
8.8 I.3 

Estimate 
M SD 

4.2 2.0 
2.1 1.6 
O      1 
CDU. 1,6 
2.0 1.6 
T        1, l.l 

,8 1-3 
»7 1.1 

-- 1. • 0 
d.4- »u 
4.2 2.9 
2.1 1.8 
2.1 2.8 

,8 1.1 
LA 1.3 
2.0 2.6 

r-j 1.8 
2.0 1.0 
1.9 1.7 

• 58 

.47 

.20 

.84 

.85 

.46 

.65 
•73 
.65 
.69 
.36 
•71 
.82 
.52 
•59 
.46 

r05 H .45 
rOl - .35 

.Among the mentions-received scores, the number of mentions re- 
ceived from persons two or more echelons below one's own (R2B) are most 
highly correlated with the logged scores. The correlation is .82. All 
the mentions-received scores are significantly correlated with their 
respective criterion scores.  All except RS; and NER are correlated 
above .60 with the criterion scores-. In t&a tie Id of personnel studies, 
tests with this level of validity are generally regarded as useful for 
selection purposes.  Number of mentions received f^n juniors (RB) is 
correlated .71 with the corresponding score obtained from the log, -while 
the correlation between logged scoioc and estimated scores is, .73 i'0? 
mentions received within own unit (RI). 



When data, from a.:I members who participated In either phase 
of the study are used in computing sociomstrlc scores, the correlation 
of logged time with estiraed time for KG is .31 and for MB is .65. The 
reason for the negative correlation for MG is that if a person failed 
to keep the leg h-> could only "be given a zero score for logged MG, but 
he might have mentioned several persons as work partners in his esti- 
mates o Conversely if he failed to give any mentions his score for 
estimated MG would be zero, although he might have recorded contacts 
with several persons on the log.  In computing validity and reliability 
coefficients for socloraetric scores it Is important to utilize data 
only fron those persons who respond to both phases of the study. 

If log scores may be accepted as criteria, then the most valid 
measures of working relationships for the sample under study are GB, 
R2B and G2A. However, G-I, MR, RI, RO, RA, RB, and RM are also highly 
enough correlated with their respective criteria to be regarded as valid 
measures of working relationships. 

Relations of Indices to Other Measures 

The correlation of the sociojsetric indices with several other 
measures are shown in Table B5- 

It will be observed that GI, GA and G2A and RA are negatively 
correlated «ith level. This is In acco.vd with expectation, since those 
in the highest echelons have few seniors to whom they can give mentions 
and those in the lowest echelon can mention only seniors or peers. GB 
is positively correlated to a fairly high degree with level.  MR, RO, 
RB, R2B, HER, RM and MR/P are also positively and significantly corre- 
lated with level.  Those in the higher echelon- tend to be mentioned 
more frequently as work partners-  These results suggest that some types 
of working relationships in operative organization are probably con- 
ditioned to a fairly high degree by the general formal structure of a 
Naval organization. 

It may also be seen that those officers who give choices to 
persons outside their units (GO), to seniors (GA) and to peers (GS) 
tend to receive fewer nominations for "best leader" from enlisted men. 
Those who are mentioned most frequently by persons within their own 
units (RI) tend to receive a significantly large number of nominations 
for ^est leader". 

Those officers who receive no total mentions (MR), more 
mentions from juniors (RL) and fever mentions from outsiders (RO) are 
rated higher in militax^ leadership by their senior officers. 
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TABI CORRELATION OF SOCIQMBTRIC INDICES WITH OTHER MEASURES 

Correlation Coefficients 
Indices Level (1) "Best Leader" (2) 

Nominations 
Military (2) 
Leadership 

Integration (2} 

ME 
'•U 

GO 
GA 
GS 
GB 
G2A 
NEG 
MR 
FT. 
RO 
RA 
no 
RB 
E?JB 
HER 
W 
MR/P 

.0>! 

--O 
.38 

-.50 
•07 
,6k 

-•53 
-.01 
.59 
.21 
-69 

.09 

.82 
7n 

• 1 • 

.60 

.1*6 

.77 

.it 

.23 

.31* 

.'18 

.23 

.08 

,23 

(1) 
(2) 

•» 

N » 42 officers on a cruiser 
N » 62 officers on submarines 

Significant at 
Significant at 

,05 level 
.01 level 

.03 .v4 

.10 -.5 -.3^* 

.02 -.35* 

.15 .in 

.28* .26* 

.06 .51*» 
-.36** -.27* 

-.18 
. 11 -.23 
.26* .29* 

Those who give more mentions to outsiders, seniors and peers 
(GO, GA and GS), and who receive more mention? froiu those persons (RO. 
RA, and RS) are described by juniors as engaging less frequently in 
integratial behavior. Those officers who receive more total mentions 
(MR), mention? from persons in own unit (RI) and from juniors (RB) are 
described by enlisted men as engaging more frequently in integrative 
behavior. The correlations between sociometric scorp? end other leader 
behavior scales (organization, communication, representation, and re- 
lations with .juniors) follow a similar pattern. 
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Use or Work Sociometry 

It has "been shown that the BOCioa»tric Indices are not highly- 
correlated with such criteria cf leadership quality as ratings by 
seniors and nominations by Juniors. Preference sociometry appears to 
be more useful than work sociometry foi establishing leadership criteria. 

The methods developed for the Studies in Naval Leadership 
would appear to be most useful for determining the relationship between 
formal structure arid the structure of working relationships in an or- 
ganization. This relationship may be shown by superimposing a sociogram 
on the formal organization chart, or by correlating the sociometric 

C.  ORGANIZATION CHARTS AND MANUALS 

A Btudy of organization charts, organization manuals, and personnel 
rosters can be of considerable value in gaining an understanding of the 
structure of an organization. Most of the information provided by these 
sources can be obtained by means of interviews with top level personnel. 
However, the experience of the research staff of this project has shown 
that even high ranking officers may differ in their conceptions of the 
structure of an organization. When this situation has been encountered, 
it has been the practice of the research staff to request that the 
Commanding Officer (or President) of an organization indicate his con- 
ception of the organization by correcting the latest available edition 
of the organization chart to show the "present" structure or" the organ- 
ization. This corrected chart was accepted by the research staff as 
representing the "official* organization chart «t the time the study 
was being made. When lower ranking personnel indicated conceptions of 
organization which deviated from the "official" organization chart, their 
deviations were regarded as representing perceptual error. Whatever 
the arguments that may be advanced in opposition to this procedure, they 
must be set aside in favor of a more potent argument,. The Commanding 
Officer of a Naval organization is, with certain exceptions, empowered 
to assign and reassign the personnel under his command to pos5.tions (and 
to the duties allotted to the positions) as he may deem necessary in 
order to accomplish the mission of the organization. Although this power 
iß limited by custom, by various regulations, and by the weight of what 
has existed and worked satisfactorily <n the past, it is nevertheless 
true that the Commanding Officer may depart from the standard organiza- 
tion charts prescribed by the Secretary of the Navy when the necessity 
exists. 

Organization charts have served another important function in the 
present research. Socioiaetric iiagraas have been superimposed on or- 
ganization charts in crier to compare the structure of working relation- 
ships among the members with the Formal organization structure. 
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Organization manuals which outline the duties of the various billets 
within an organisation are of value in gaining an understanding of the 
formally defined responsibilities of Khe  persona (or positions) being 
studied. 

Personnel rosters, used in conjunction with organization cherts, 
are of value in selecting samples of subjects in the event that it is 
impossible to study all members of an organization. 

Other records that have been employed in the Studies in rlaval 
Leadership include operational readiness reports, inspection board re- 
ports , reenlistment records, personnel turnover records, disciplinary 
records of enlisted personnel, and the like.  Such records are of value 
In establishing criteria of organization effectiveness, 

D. THE RAD SCALES 

The RAD Scales were designed to measure different degrees of per- 
ceived responsibility, authority and delegation as exhibited by individuals 
wijxs  occupy Suiniux5uis,oxV£ or supervisory positions* xhey iii€+y  v^  u^eu 
by an Individual for purposes of indicating the nature of his own per- 
ceived responsibility, authority and delegation, or they may be used by 
an observer to describe another person. An attempt has been made to 
st.ate the items in such general terms that they may be applied in any 
formally structured organization. 

Scale Construction 

The first step in constructing the RAD Scales was to collect 
a large number of items describing different degrees or levels of Re- 
sponsibility, a second set of items describing Authority, and a third 
set describing Delegation. The items were collected from staff members 
of the Personnel Research Board and from graduate students in classes 
in Industrial Psychology, A large percentage of the students had served 
in the armed forces as commissioned officers, and a considerable per- 
centage had been employed in a variety of industrial and business concerns. 

The three sets of items were edited and prepared in mimeographed 
form in such a manner that each ätem could be given a numerical value 
ranging from zero through eight.  The scaling method is essentially e. 
modification of Thurstone's method of equal --.p^earing intervals • 

* Thurstone; L. L., and Chave, E 7.     The Measurement of Attit 
Chicago: Univ. Chicago Press, 1929- 
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The same students who constructed l'.-ts of items also 'teorted15 

them ?nr  purposes of obtaining soal= valup-•  T-fovever.   inptp.pji   of sort-inff 
the Items into numbered piles, tht sorters vcrc Instructed to indicate 
the scale value of each item on a mimeographed list. The directions for 
the Responsibility Scale were as follows; 

Please sort (or rate) the following items on a ccale 
of (0) to (8) to Indicate the degree of responsibility 
represented by the item, 

Let (8) represent; the highest possible degree of 
responsibility 

Let.  (7)   |oj   [3)  rwpw&SStrfc decreasing degrees 
Let  (k) represent a neutral  (neither high nor low) 

degree 
Le"k (3) (2) (1,) represent decreasing degrees 
Let (0) repraaent t&£ !#»***. possible degree of 

responsibility» 

The average scale mires of the items included in Form X of 
the scale are shown in Table Dl. Since I tens with wide dispersion 
values were rejected, the use- of means rather than median scale values, 
does not give undue weight to the- results of sorters who deviated one 
or two scale steps from their °-:31o* sorters in assigning scale values 
to an item. 

TABLE Dl. MEAN SCALE VALUES OF ITEMS IB SCALES I TO VI 

Item Scale I Scale II Scale III Sc^'-i  TV Scale V Scale VI 
Number Resp. Auth, De leg. Reap, Auth. Deleg. 

1        7-3    7*7 7-8     f&            7.9 7.2 
I        6.5    7-0 6.6     6,h             7.0 6.5 
3        5.0    5»6 5-8     5.0     5.7 5-7 
k                     3.9    5.0 k&            k.o            5.0 k.6 
5 3=0    vT '-5=6    3.1     3.8 3.6 
6 2.3    3-Ö 2,7     l„8     3.3 2=3 
7 1,1     2.2 1,8      1.0      2.5 1.6 
8 0.5     1.0 ,.f              0.0     1.3 .3 

A variety of formats and scoring 'methods was tried on an ex- 
periiasntal basis.  During the years 19^7* 19^8, and 19^+9 the scales were 
revised after each study of an organization. Bev items were constructed 
on three separate occasions-  On Th~ third revision more than 2,600 items 
were collected. From these the 90 most promising Items from each scale 
were selected for temporary us<-: on the basis of range of scale values 



and smaii standard deviation of scale valueE,   %&  determined by the 
sortings of hf  graduate students.  In each .Lieu analysis those it^ms 
were retained vhich contributed most tamxd  interval consistency (cor- 
relation of Item vith total score of two scales combined) and reliability 
(correlation of two different, forms of tne same seals). 

Results with the first experimental forms indicated that the 
scores were non-differentiating when subjects were requested to check 
all items descriptive of their own situations. Poor reliabilities 
(Form A vs. Form B) were obtained when subjects checked only the single 
most descriptive item in each scale. Highest reliabilities were ob- 
tained when the two most descriptive items in each scale were checked, 
and when a Likert type of scaling* was employed. In Table D2 are shown 
the reliability coefficients obtained by three methods of administration 
for Form V of the scales,    The subjects are 18 commissioned officers in 
advanced graduate training.  Each officer described his last military 
bill ex before enrolling in the university. 

TABLE D2. RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS (FORM A VS* FORM B) 
UNDER THREE METHODS OF ADMINISTRATION 

Thurstone Scale  Likert Scale 
Scale         Stogie     Average of           Total - All Items 
 Best Item TKQ Items  

R .17       .^2 A6 
A .27       .ko M 
D .21 .30 .kk 

Although a Likert Scale yields somewhat higher reliabilities, 
it was decided to use a Thurstone-type scale because of its ease of 
administration and scoring. 

Experience with eAprtr:lmenT,al forms of the scales indicated 
that some subjects became perplexed vhen the items were arranged in 
scrambled order. There is a school of belief among psychologists which 
maintains that subjects may b-? expected to give mere honest replies 
when they can be prevented from knowing what they are doing.  Since the 
validity of this assumption is yet to 0:= iemenstrated, and since the 
scales were not designed to test the ingenuity 05? moral rectitude of the 
subjects, it was decided to pres-nx the items in eräer of scale value. 

Likert.. R.  A Technique for the Measurement of Attitvies. Arch. 
Psychol., M. Y., No,. ~.i>3, 1952- 
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In a Thurstone-type scale one arbitrarily selected extreme of 
the scale is assumed to represent a zero point en a continuum.  For the 
RAD Scales, it cannot be assumed that the zero points of any two scales, 
even though they measure the sane continuum (e.g., responsibility), 
occupy the came point on a continuum represented by a universe of such 
scales. For this reason, a score of 6.5 on one scale cannot be regarded 
as necessarily equivalent to a score of 6.5 on another scale. 

The scaling method merely served as a means for ordering the 
items a continuum so thi ;y are separated by somewhat less than 
one full scale step on the average.  In order to avoid the appearance 
of a degree of accuracy änd refinement which is not present in the scales, 
the computed seals values of the items were replaced bv the mit»thi»T,w one 
to eight.  Ihe correlation "between scores obtained with the substitute 
scale values and scores obtained with the computed scale values is -99/ 

for two different samples. 

Reliability 

The RAD Scales were subjected to nine different revisions, 
primarily with the aim of improving reliability. The maximum possible 
range of scores in the final forms %rss from 1.5 to 7.S.  Bince subjects 
tend to check items with the higher scale values, the range of scores 
is further reduced.. When scores are 30 markedly attenuated, it Is 
difficult to obtain high reliability coefficients.  In Table D3 are 
shown the reliability coefficients (corrected by the Spearman-Brown 
formula) when the average of two Items checked in Scale I (Responsibility) 
is correlated with the average of two items checked in Scale IV (Re- 
sponsibility), when Scale II (Authority) is correlated with Scale V 
(Authority), and when Scale III (Delegation) is correlated with Scale 
VI (Delegation). 

TABLE D3„  RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS OF RAD SCALES - FORM X 

Number 
of 

Subjects 

Reliability Coefficients 
Type of 
Organi- 
zation 

Responaibj 
Scale I 

IV 

Llity 
vs. 

Authority 
Scale II 

vs. V 

Delegation 
Scale III 

vs. VI 

Air 
Station 39 .83 .72 •73 

Sub- 
marine 8 69 .60 • J 1 .63 

Command 
Staff 22 .70 -75 •7P 
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TABLE D3.  RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS OF RAD SCALES - FORM X 
(Continued) 

Reliability Coefficients 
Type of 

zation 

Number 
uf 

Subjects 

LSTB (I) 48 

LSTs ** 
(II)** 46 

District 
Staff (I)* 3h 

District 

33 

Scncc J. 
Principals 75 

Responsibility   Authority   Delegation 
Scale I VB.     Scale II    Scale III 

IV vs. V      vs. VI 

.66 

.80 

73 

fu 

.oo 

•72 

.?8 

.82 

.DO 

.Ol 

•39 

.86 

.60 

.90 

.76 

** The landing ships (LST) were studied twice, with approximately 
six months intervening. 

* The district command staff was studied twice, with approximately 
one month intervening. 

Another source of evidence relative to the reliabilities or 
the scales Is provided by those organizations which were studied on two 
separate occasions. A Naval District Command Staff was studied twice, 
with one month intervening.  The test-retest correlations of the RAD 
Scales for 32 officers who filled out the forms on both occasions are 
.62 for Responsibility and .55 for Authority. The test-retest corre- 
lation for Delegation Is .73«  These should be regarded as minimum re- 
liabilities, since it is probable that the correlations were lowered by 
changes in the organization.  The addition to the staff of a high echelon 
officer as a Department Head during the interval between the two studies 
probably changed the responsibility and authority status of a number of 
officers. 

Validity 

No claims are made for the validity of the RAD Scales.  Re- 
sponses to the scales represent merely what a subject is willing to say 
about his responsibility, authority and delegation. An observer's 
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perceptions of a subject's responsibility, authority and delegation 
can h&rdly be regarded as an adequate criterion, because it is highly 
probaric that an observer's perception of his own responsibility and 
authority may condition his perceptions of another's responsibility 
and authority. 

There is a tendency for persons in administrative positions 
to perceive their own responsibility (or authority) as it is perceived 
by their juniors and seniors- The data shown in Table DH reveal a 
positive correlation between self-descriptions and descriptions by 
others.  These results also indicate much greater agreement between 
self-reports and reports by juniors and seniors in describing respon- 
sibility than in describinc authority or delegation. 

TABLE Dk.     CORRELATION BETWEEN SELF DESCRIPTIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS 
BY .JUNIORS AND SENIORS IN TWO NAVAL ORGANIZATIONS 

Type of           Persons         Number      Correlations 
Organization Described Described R A D_ 

Air Station Juniors* 41        .71  .22  .39 

Research _^ 
Staff Seniors 'VJ .65  .33  .28 

*  In the ]>i»val Air Station, the same senior in some instances 
described several juniors. 

** Zz-  a Naval Air Research and Development Command, the score 
of each penior vae correlated with the average score of two 
juniors who described his behavior. 

Administration and Scoring 

The scales may be administered individually or in groups. The 
instructions require the subject to double check (k^X) the most de- 
scriptive item in each ccale and to check ((/ ) the next most descrip- 
tive item. Since there are two scales that measure responsibility, for 
example, the score for R is obtained by computing the sum of the four 
items checked in the two scales and dividing the sum by four. The scales 
are self-administering - 

The s-oiing hey :.3 the same for each of the six scales. The 
I tens scores for each scale are shown below. A high score indicates 
a high degree of estimated responsibility, authority or delegation. 



Scoring Key 
Item Number Scale Value 

1 8 
2 7 j 
3 6 
h 5 
5 *» 
6 3 ! 
7 2 
8 l 

Trie score for R (Responsibility) is the sum of the four items 
checked in Scales I and IV divided by four. 

R m  Scale_I (2 items) + Scale IV (2 items) 
h 

The score for A (Authority) is the sum of the four items 
checked in Scales II and V divided by four. 

A K scale II (2 items) + Scale V (2 items) 
k 

The score for D (Delegation) is the sum of the four items 
checked in Scales III and VI divided by four. 

D m  Scale III (2 items) + Scale VI (2 items) 

k 

Eecause of the simplicity of the scoring method, no separate 
scoring key is provided. 

Noras 

There are no norms for the RAD Scales.  The use of norms in 
personnel testing implies the establishment of reference points against 
which practical considerations may be weighed.  It will be necessary to 
accumulate a large body of information before any idea can be gained re- 
garding what is a "normal' degree of responsibility or authority for a 
particular type of administrative position in any given type of organi- 
zation. 

The data in the following tables are presented, not as norms, 
but as a start toward building up a body of information.  In Table D5 
are shown the average R, A and D scores of groups of officers who occupy 
the same named positions in the same type of "fganization.  Data are 
presented only for those groups which are represented by three or more 
officers in the same specialty in the same type of organization. 
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TABLE D5-  AVERAGE H, A PNT)  D SCORES OF COMMISSIONED 
OFFICERS Hi VARIOUS HAVAL BILLETS 

•i-yye of Type of 
Organization H 

Average Score 
Billet R A D 

Commander Command Staff 6 5-8 5-6 7.2 
Chief of Staff Command Staff h 7-0 6.5 5-3 
Commanding Subrjarines 9 6.7 7.* T.o 
Commanding Destroyers 3 6.5 T.o 7-0 
Commanding LSTs 9 6.2 6.1 7-3 
Executive Submarine s 10 5-7 5-6 6.k 
Executive Destroyers 3 6.0 6.0 6.0 
Executive LSTs 6 k.9 6.5 
Admin. Asst. Shore Station 6 5^ 5.2 5-2 
Research Shore Station 7 5-0 1   *"» 0 »y 3.»» 
Personnel Bureau 6 5-5 5-5 6.7 
Personnel Command Staff it 5-0 k. j 1 

Training Bureau 7 7-1 5-9 6-9 
Training Shore Station 5 7-0 U..6 s 6 

Education Bureau 5 5.0 5-2 5.5 
Administration District Staff 3 5-7 *.7 5-7 
Legal Shore Station k 6.3 6.3 U.3 
Pub. Info. C. N. 0. 8 6.0 5-3 k.7 

Publications Shore Station 6 5.0 3.7 3-8 
Operations Command Staff 6 6-7 5-0 6.1 
Operations Submarine s 5 k.6 *.8 ^.6 
Operations LSTs 3 k.6 3-5 £.0 
Supply Command Staff 6 7-0 6.5 6.0 
Supply Submarines ! 5-6 5-3 5-9 
Supply LSTs 5 5.8 5-6 k,0 
Accounting Command Staff 1+ 7-3 6.5 5-2 
Medjcal Command Staff 6 H-5 3-8 *-7 
Engineering Submarines 10 6.2 5-7 5-6 
Engineering LSTs 9 k.9 5.1 5-7 

Tnsnection of the table reveals rather marked difference B 

among the various specialties.  Those groups of officers which show the 
highest scored for responsibility are Chief Staff Officers, Supply Of- 
ficers and Accounting Officers of Command Staffs, Training Officers of 
a Naval Bureau, and Training Officers of Naval Shore Stations. Command 
ing Officers of submarines and destroyers rate themselves highest in 
authority. Those who describe themselves as delegating mo3t authority 
to their immediate assistants are Commanders of Command Staffs, and 
Commanding Officers of Naval ships. 
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Use of the ScaleB 

The RAD Scales were developed for experimental purposes.  They 
should he used with caution hy the practitioner. 

It is believed that the scales have practical utility in gaining 
an increabed understanding of responsibility—authority relationships 
among the members of organized groups.  However, there is much experi- 
mental work to be done before any existing devices can be employed with 
confidence in the solution of day-to-day operating problems relative to 
responsibility and authority in military and industrial organizations. 

Results obtained with the RAD Scales in a wide variety of Naval 
organizations suggest that the problem of responsibility and authority 
has been greatly over-simplified by writers on organization theory, 
social engineering, industrial management and military command.  Results 
from the Naval Leadership Studies project suggest that patterns of re- 
sponsibility-authority relationships differ in large and small organi- 
zations.  The results alan suggest that In order t,n understand the authm— 
ity-responsibility relationships exhibited by a given senior and his 
immediate juniors, it may be necessary to study the authority-responsi- 
bility-delegation pattern of a senior in a still higher echelon of the 
organization (or of juniors in lower echelons). Therefore, if it should 
be found in the study of a unit of organization that a particular senior' 
is failing to delegate adequately to his juniors, the finding dees not 
automatically imply the recommendation that the senior be instructed to 
give his juniors more authority.  It might be well to determine whether 
the juniors are sufficiently capable or willing in carrying out the re- 
sponsibilities assigned to them, or whether the source of the difficulty 
might be located in a higher c\- lower echelon. 

The patterns of relationships that operate in authority-re- 
sponsibility interactions are of such a complex and obscure nature that 
they are not readily apparent to direct observation. Therefore, instru- 
ments such as the RAD Scales can be of considerable value in building a 
body of information which will aid in a better understanding of the op- 
erations of organized groups. 

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that the RAD Scales were 
devised for experimental purposes. They should be used with caution as 
diagnostic devices. 
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Form IX - 19)49 

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 
Leadership Studies 

lame 

Position 

Directionst    Below are six separate scales, Two of these scales describe 
different degrees of responsibility. Two describe different degrees of 
aivH-inrity, and two describe different degrees of authority delegated to 
assistants and subordinates. 

_   .  . , / /* .  . . 
For each scale please? qouoie cnec-K [y y ) tne single staLement wnicn 

most accurately describes your status and practices in carrying out your 
duties, and check ( v  ) the next most descriptive statement. 

Double check (vv)    a most descriptive statement 
Check  ( y   )      ss next must descriptive statement 

Scale I 

(   ) 1, I am responsible for the formulation and adoption of long range 
plans' and policies» 

(   ) 2.  I am responsible for making decisions which define operating 
policies. 

(   )  3° My superior gives me a general idea of what he wants done. It 
is my job to decide how it shall be done and to see that it gets 
done. 

(   ) u.  It is my responsibility to supervise the work performed by my 
assistants and subordinates, 

(   ) 5>» The operations of my unit are planned by ray superiors. It is 
my responsibility to see that the plan is executed, 

(   ) 6, It is my responsibility to carry out direct orders which I re- 
ceive from ray superior off icers > 

(   )  7» Vy  responsibilities and duties are assigned daily in the form of 
specific tasks, 

(   ) 8. My superior approves each task I complete before I am permitted 
to undertake another. 
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Scale II 

(   ) 1, I have complete authority for establishing policies and goals 
of a genera] scoo<? and establishing the lines of organizational 
authority and responsibility for the attainment of these goals - 

(   ) 2. I am authorized to rake all decisions necessary for the imple- 
mentation of long range plans» 

(   ) 3-  In the raain I can make and carry out all decisions which fall 
within the realm of established policy without consulting my 
superior or obtaining his approval. 

(   ) it.  I have complete: authority on routine matters but refer the 
^•w  T-myinrcil 

(   )     $•<    All questions of policy must be referred to my superior for his 
decision. 

(   ) 6.  I frequently refer questions to my superior before taking any 
action» 

(   )  7.  I seldom make decisions or take action without approval from 
my superior. 

(   )  3» My work procedures are fully outlined and allow little freedom 
in making decisions» 

Scale III • 

(   ) 1. lay assistants have been granted authority to fulfill their duties 
in any manner they deem advisable» 

( ) 2,    My assistants have full authority, except that I retain the right 
to approve or disapprove of decisions affecting policy making» 

(   )  ?-. My assistants have been authorized to make decisions on problems 
as they arise, but mast keep me informed on matters of importance. 

(    ) h.    My assistants have authority to handle all routine matters in day 
tu day operations» 

(   ) Z,    \[y  assistants nay act in most routine matters» 

(   )  6. Many of the responsibilities o*'  ny office cannot be enLruöled Lo 
assistants, 

(   ) 7* My assistants have no actual authority to take action, but make 
recommendations regarding specific action to me, 

(   )  3.  I dictate detailed orders to my subordinates which they must carry 
out exactly as I specify, consulting me frequently if they are in 
doubt, 



Scale IV 

(   ) 1. I a& responsible for decisions relative to changes in long term 
policy. 

(    )  2«  I an responsible for making decisions relative to methods for 
effecting major changes in operations. 

(   ) 3» "7 superior always informs me as to the tasks to be performed and 
I am solely responsible for deciding how to fulfill these tasks 
and supervising their performance. 

(   ) li, It is my responsibility to supervise the carrying out of orders 

(   ) 5,  I an responsible for making decisions relative to routine 
operations„ 

(   ) 6.  I execute direct orders given me by my superiors. 

(   ) ?.  I have only my own routine tasks to account for* 

(   ) 3« I am not responsible for making decisions,, 

Scale V 

(   ) 1. I have complete authority for formulating policies of general 
nature and scope and for establishing lines of the entire organi- 
zational authority and responsibility. 

(   )  2.  I am authorized to make decisions which put all major plans and 
policies into action* 

(   ) 3. I refer only matters of an exceptional nature to my superior for 
approval.  I settle most problems myself. 

(   ) U- In situations not covered by instructions I decide whether action 
is to be taken and what action to take« 

(   ) 5.  I have no authority to act in matters where policy is not clearly 
definedo 

(   ) 6.  I have authority to make decisions only u.s they are related to my 
own i-outj.no tasks» 

(   ) 7» I make decisions only when given explicit authority. 

(   ) 3.  I follow a work schedule laid out for me by my superiors and have 
little authority to make changes. 
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Scale VI 

(   ) 1.  I .-iake decisions only when consulted in unusual circumstances, 
authorizing ny assistants to exercise a high degree of authority 
and responsibility in naking decisions. 

( ) 2. I have delegated full authority to rr.y assistants, other than tne 
rights to prescribe policy and pass upon broad procedures» 

( )  3-  I H-11"? rcy assistants a general idea of what I want done.  It is 
their responsibility to decide how it sMall be done and to see 
that, it gets done. 

(   ) i;*  I have delegated to ny assistants authority to make all routine 
daily decisions. 

(   ) £.  I make MOST, decisions coming within my scope of authority, 
although ny assistants assume considerable responsibility i'or 
nuking decisions in routine matters where policies and procedures 
are v.rell established. 

(   ) 6.  1 supervise ray assistants fairly closely in their exercise of 
authority. 

( ) 7» I make ail important decisions coning within ny scope of author- 
ity. My assistants are responsible for naking decisions only in 
ninor natters. 

(   ) 3.  I have not found it advisable to delegate authority to ray 
assistants. 
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WORK ANALYSIS FORMS 

The Work Analysis Froms were designed to measure various aspects of 
administrative performance.  They represent a modified form of job an- 
alysis. The forms may be used by a subject for recording his estimates 
of the amount of time he spends in various kinds of work, or they may 
b? used by an observer to record his estimates of another persons' work. 

These forms were originated for use in the Ohio State Leadership 
Studies as the result of interviewing a sample of high level business 
electives, who were asked to describe their work in their own terms.  The 
date, obtained from these interviews were employed as a basis for com- 
piling a list of executive responsibilities or functions.  These items 
were used in a .number of experimental forms for the study of Navy or- 
ganizations.  In the earliest forms, the subjects were a3ked to estimate 
the amount of time (in hours or minutes) spent in various kinds of work. 
In addition to the list of items, several spaces wore provided for "other 
kinds of work". Analysis of the data recorded in these spaces revealed 
that business executives and Navy officers were acutely conscious, not 
only of their responsibilities, but also of the "mechanics" of getting 
work done.  Large amounts of time were recorded under such headings as 
'•paper work", "reading and answering mail", "Consulting assistants", and 
the like. As a result, the list of items was expanded, and was divided 
into three sections, as follows: 

1. Major responsibilities 
2. Methods of getting work done 

a. Through individual effort 
b. Through contacts with other persons. 

The basis of estimating time was changed from an hourly to a per- 
centage basir:,, in order t.n overcome the disadvantage connected with 
differences in the length of working days from one organization to 
another and from one time to another. 

The subjects were also asked to make their estimates on the basis 
of a month, rather than on the basis of a single day, in order to ob- 
tain a more representative estimate of their work. 

Data obtained from the study of four business and sixteen Navy 
organizations were used as a basis for making eight separate revisions 
of the forms. Although subjects point out the fact that there is some 
overlap between the items in the final forms, they seldom find it 
necessary io write additional items in the spaces provided for 'bther 

It has been found that variables which represent specific manipu- 
lative performances (such as using a pen or pencil, using calculating 
machines, using slide rules, and the like) do not give an adequate or 
representative account of administrative work. Some students of business 
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organization, as represented by Davis*, maintain that the primary func- 
tions of executive leadership are the planning, organizing and controlling; 
of the activities of organization. Theee variables are very general in 
nature, and would appear to be quite complex in structure. When measure- 
ments are made on variables that are complex in structure, there is a 
possibility that important diffex'encea between persons will be obscured 
because the sub-elements of the variable may tend to cancel each other. 
While it 1B desirable to avoid thl^ cancelling effect insofar as possible, 
it seems necessary to describe administrative work in rather broad, 
general terms if realistic results are to be obtained. 

RpHflMHtv 

The work analysis forms were administered to 32 officers in 
a Naval District Command Staff. One month later the forms were ad- 
ministered again to the same officers. The correlations between t-bp 
scores obtained in the first study and those obtained in the second 
study are shown in the following table. 

TABLE El.  CORRELATION OF FIRST SCORE WITH SECOND SCORE 

N = 32 

Item No. Item 

Per Cent of Time Spent in Work with Persons 

12 Contacts with Persons (total time) .57 
13 Attending Conferences .33 
lk Consultation with Seniors .^3 
15 Consultation with Peers .80 
16 Consultation with Juniors .65 
17 Consultation with Outside Persons .68 
18 Interviewing Personnel .6'^ 
19 Making Speeches within Organization .6Ü 
20 Making Speeches outisde Organization .1+1 
21 Attending Meetings outside Organization .52 
22 Classroom Teaching and Instruction .81 

Davis, Ralph C.  Industrial Organization ana Management.  New York: 
Harper, ly^O. 
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TAILE El.  CORRELATION OF FIRST SCORE WITH SECOND SCORE 
(Continued) 

H - 32 

Item No. Item 

23 
2k 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 

Per Cent of Time Spent in Indiviuaal Effort 

Individual Effort (total time) 
Observation 
Reading and Answering Mail 
Examining Reports 
Writing Reports 
Reading Technical Publications 
Writing for Publication 
Reflection 
Mathematical Computation 
Preparing Charts 
Use of Instruments and Machines 

57 
18 
36 
57 
66 
28 
59 
73 
62 
Is-3 

67 

JJ 

35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
HO 
kl 
k2 
U3 
kk 
*5 
k6 

Per Cent of Time Spent in Major Responsibilities 

Inspection .51 
Research .59 
Planning .kg 
Preparing Procedures -55 
Coordination .60 
Evaluation .58 
Interpretation . 18 
Supervision .03 
Personnel Functions A6 
Public Relations .83 
Professional Consultation .61 
Negotiations .83 
Scheduling; Routing .38 
Technical and Professional Performance -59 

The teat - retest correlations of items which describe work 
with other persons are higher, on the average, than those that describe 
individual effort or major responsibilities. 

The test - retest correlations are below ,k0  for such items as 
attending conferences, observation, reading and answering mail, reading 
technical publications, interpretation, supervision, and scheduling. 
The correlations are higher than -70 for such items as consulting peers, 
teaching, reflection, public relations, and negotiations. 
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Two important factors must be taken into account in the inter- 
pretation cf these results. The first is the fact that the tasks and 
operations of the organization may have changed during the interval of 
time between the tvo studies.  Organization change would tend to lower 
the correlations.  The second is the fact that test - retest correlations 
of scores derived from single items are usually found to be markedly 
lower than those of scores which consist of the sums of a large number 
of items. No method has been discovered for summing the items in the 
work analysis forms 30 as to derive a single meaningful score. 

Validity 

In. the study of a Naval Air Str.tion, 3k officers kept a log 
of work performance for a period of three days.  The logs were collected, 
and several days later the officers made estimates of the amount of time 
they had spent in various kinds of work during the period covered by the 
log.  The correlations between legged time and estimated time are shown 
in the following table. 

TABLE E2.  CORRELATION BETWEEN LOGGED TIME AND ESTIMATED TIME 

Variable 

Conversing with other person (face to face and telephone)       .U-8 
Attending meetings .86 
Classroom teaching -.05 
Observation .52 
Reading and answering mail .62 
Reading reports .hi 
Writing reports .66 
Planning -.02 
Reflection -.27 
Research and investigation -.11 
Operating machines (e.g., flying planes) .U8 

The results suggest that there is a fairly high degree of 
correspondence between logged time and estimated time for objectively 
observable performances such aa talking with other persons, reading and 
answering mail, reading and writing reports, and operating machines. 
Low correlations are obtained for those kinds of work for which very 
small amounts of time vere logged or estimated.  Clarsroom teaching and 
research are examples of this effect. More subjective, less readily 
observable performances, such as planning and reflection are not tnti- 
mated in terms that correspond highly with cime recorded on the log. 
A number of the officers, when interviewen regarding this phenomenon, 
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expressed the feeling that tneir estimates of time spent in planning 
were mure accurate than the log, for the reason that they were not 
always aware at the moment tnat what they were doing constituted planning. 

Administration and Scoring 

The Work Analysis Forms are self administering questionnaires. 
Compleoe directions are contained on the forms. No additional instruct- 
ions are required, except perhaps the suggestion that the subject check 
to make sure that his estimates add up to one hundred per cent for each 
section of the test. 

No scoring key is required. A subjects' estimate of the per 
cent of time spent in a given kind of work is his score for that item. 

Norms 

There are no norms for the Work Analysis Forms. The average 
scores shown in the following tables, which are based on data from six 
ships and six cogBasd staffs, indicate that perfoririancc differs from one 
position to another. 

Commanding office-s (CO) of ships spend more time than other 
officers in consulting juniors, examining reports, inspection and co- 
ordination. 

Executive officers (XO) spend more time than others in con- 
sulting seniors, interviewing personnel, reading and answering mail, 
and personnel functions. 

Operations officers (Op) spend more time in consulting peers, 
reading technical publications, preparing charts, reflection, planning 
and negotiations. 

Communications officers (COL.) exceed other officers in the 
amount of time spent in the use of instruments and machines and in 
scheduling and routing. 

Supply officers (Sup) spend more time than other officers in 
personal contacts, consulting outside persons, writing reports, evalua- 
tion, professicnal consultatj.cn, and technical and professional performances. 

En£rineerincP officers flSns) sucl SXectric&l officers (Elec * exceed 
in time spent in classroom teaching, observation, and supervision. 

These results appear to be consistent with the duties and per- 
formance requirements associated with the different positions. 
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TABLE E3.  AVERAGE PER CERT OF TIME SPENT DJ WORK WITH PERSONS 
BY NAVY OFFICERS IN SEVEN POSITIONS ABOARD SHIP 

Item CO  XO 
Average per cent of time 

0£_ Coc  Sup  Eng  S] 

12 Personal Contacts 
Ij Attend Conferences 
Ik  Consult Srniors 
15 Consult Peers 
16 Consult Juniors 
17 CorJR^It   0ut5? rif»T"R 
16 Interview Personnel 
19 Speeches In 
20 Speeches Out 
21 Attend Meetings Out 
22 Classroom Teaching 

65 
6 
9 
5 

58 
6 
1+ 
1 
1 
3 
k 

55 
7 
18 

k 
kk 
6 

Ik 
2 
0 
1 
2 

u7 
8 

16 
21 
32 
8 
5 
2 
0 
1 
k 

55 
I 

16 
15 
29 
8 
6 
3 
2 
k 
9 

66 
3 
9 

18 
35 

7 
3 
0 

60 
8 

11 
12 
h2 
7 
3 
). 
-v 

0 
2 

10 

38 
6 
13 
12 
30 
13 
8 

10 

TABLE EÜ. AVERAGE PER CENT OF TIME SPENT IN INDIVIDUAL EFFORT 
BY NAVY OFFICERS IN SEVEN POSITIONS ABOARD SHIP 

item 
Average per cent of time 

CO XO Op Com Sup Eng Elec 

11 Individual Effort 35 1+5 53 ^5 3^ Uo 62 
23 Observation 16 21 6 15 19 21 26 
2h  Read Mail 21 30 23 12 15 on 

25 Exam. Reports 25 18 . D 11 lo 10 

26 Writing Reports 8 13 16 16 19 11 15 
27 Read Tech. Publ. 11 b 19 13 11 10 10 
28 Write for Publ. 1 0 0 2 0 2 0 
29 Reflection Ik 1 20 10 Q 7 6 
30 Math Comp. 0 0 1 -- k 5 k 
31 Preparing Charts 1 3 •7 

1 5 5 3 6 
32 Use of Machines 2 1 2 10 2 k 9 
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TABLE ES. AVERAGE PER CENT OF TIME SPENT IN MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES 
BY NAVY OFFICERS IN SEVEN POSITIONS ABOARD SHIP 

Item 
Average per c ent of time 

ft**. 
4&W Op Com Sun Eng_ Elec 

33 Inspection 16 10 7 8 lh 13 12 
3^ Research 2 3 7 10 i* 5 7 
35 Planning 15 13 17 10 10 10 6 
36 Prep. Procedures 7 6 11 6 5 7 5 
37 Coordination lU 9 10 8 10 8 a. 
38 Evaluation 10 10 8 9 11 1 6 
39 Interpretation 6 k 5 8 7 
kO  Supervision 8 12 10 15 11 14 '1'' 

kl  Personnel 9 17 6 6 if '? 13 
U2 Public Relations 3 0 2 2 ? 2 'd 

J+3 Prof. Consult y 3 1+ 5 8 6 5 
kk  Negotiation's 3 9 12 5 2 5 5 
US Scheduling, Routing 2 2 1 11 5 
k6  Tech. Performances 1 0 3 2 9 3 0 

The results for command 3taffs are shown in the following 
tables. The officers in these staffs occupy high level positions. Their 
functions are of an administrative and coordinative nature.  They do not 
ordinarily act as practitioners. However, each does perform specialized 
services connected with his OT-m profession. 

Commanders (Car) of command staffs are found to spend more 
lime than other members of their staffs in attending conferences, con- 
sulting juniors, making speeches, individual effort, observation and 
inspection. 

Chief staff officers (ChSt) spend more time than others in 
reading and answering mail, examining reports, coordination and supervision. 

Planning officers (Plan) spend comparatively more of their time 
in consulting seniors, consulting peers, reflection, and planning. 

Personnel officers (Pers) exceed other officerts in time spent 
in reading oud answering mail, preparing procedures and in personnel 
functions. 

Adm±nistra";iOi_. officers (Adm) spend comparatively large amounts 
of their time in consulting seniors, coordination, evaluation and inter- 
pretation. 

Public information officers (Pub Inf) spend large proportions 
of their tir>e in consulting outside persons, writing for publication, 
and public relations. 
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TABLE E6.  AVERAGE PER GEHT OF TIME SPENT IK WORK WITH PERSONS 
BY NAVY OFFICERS IN NINE POSITIONS IN COMMAND STAFFS 

Average per cent of time 
Item Car ChSt Plan Pers 

Gen 
Adm Pub 

Inf 
Leg Op Sup 

12 Personal Contacts in 
J 1 HO KR lp. 57 47 40 71 

13 Atter.d Conferences i3 0 11 12 12 11 8 13 9 
14 Consult Seniors 9 14 2? 20 25 16 23 22 12 
15 Consult Peers 13 7 33 20 28 12 12 27 14 
16 Consult juniors 1. ~7 Ho 18 30 23 19 37 17 

-1. 

"\*7    n^nc^il+  Aift-o^r1öT»o il 18 10 7 32 14 10 27 
18 Interview Personnel 2 4 0 ~J 0 ii 2 0 
19 Speeches In 4 »"1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 
20 Speeches Out 2 0 ü 0 o 0 1 0 0 
21 Attend Meetings Out. 5 2 2 2 n 8 1 'T "5 

22 Classroom Teaching, 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

TABLE E7.  AVERAGE PER CENT OF TIME SPENT IN INDIVIDUAL EFFORT 
BY NAVY OFFICERS IN NINE POSITIONS IN COMMAND STAFF'S 

Average per cent of time 
Item Cdr ChSt Plan Pers 

Gen 
Adn Pub 

Inf 
Leg Op Sup 

11 Individual Effort 63 60 47 H5 57 43 53 60 29 
23 Observation 20 9 5 10 8 10 7 12 13 
24 Read Mail 20 31 20 35 23 25 26 25 20 
25 Exam. Reports 20 28 10 10 18 19 22 10 22 
26 Writing Reports 0 15 15 7 20 19 23 22 15 
27 Read Tech. Publ. 12 5 10 5 15 6 9 8 16 
28 Write for Publ, 1 0 1 5 5 14 1 0 1 
29 Reflection 1U 11 32 22 1 10 12 11 10 
30 Math Comp. 2 1 3 5 0 2 0 3 
31 Preparing Charts 3 0 1 3 2 5 0 7 1 
32 Use cf Machines 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 2 0 
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TA5LE 28.  AVERAGE PER CENT OF TIME SPENT IN MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES 
BY RAVTf OFFICERS IN NINE POSITIONS IN COMMAND STAFFS 

Average per cent of time 
Item Cdr ChSt Plan Pers Adm Pah Leg Op Sup 

Gen Inf 

33 Inspection 18 5 3 k 7 5 k 10 19 
3^- Research 7 2 10 11 10 J-.J. 8 12 12 
35 Planning 19 17 40 20 8 9 10 20 12 
36 Prep. Procedures 8 6 10 1 tj 10 0 6 •7 

1 7 
37 Coordination Xw -. u 

35 23 7 y C 8 
38 Evaluation 10 11 8 10 15 13 ik 10 6 
39 Interpretation 5 9 3 4 10 3 6 5 5 
40 Supervision c 14 0 1 5 ( 4 6 4 
41 Personnel 9 2 0 10 s 3 5 3 5 
42 Public Relations k 4 2 1 0 or» 2 1 2 
is-3 Prof. Consult 4 u 3 6 5 3 17 8 14 
kk  Negotiations 1 0 3 2 3 4 13 3 
45 Scheduling, Routing 0 0 2 0 0 3 l* 0 3 
ho  Tech» jr'erf onuaüces 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 

Legal officers (Leg) exceed other officers in the amount of 
time they devote to writing reports and acting as professional consult- 
ants. 

Operation Officers (Op) are found, as were operations officers 
aboard ship, to spend comparatively large proportions of their time in 
conferences and outside meetings, in preparing charts, research and ne- 
gotiations. 

Supply officers (Sup) also parallel supply officers aboard 
3hip in some of their performances. They are found to spend comparatively 
large amounts of time in personal contacts, consulting outside persons, 
reading technical publications, inspection nnri professional consultation. 

Here, again, it is found that the gerformac—.8 which differen- 
tiate any one posixion from eaoHtBt '\nake sense" in terms of what would be 
expected for that particular speciality. 

Use of the Forms 

The Work Analysis Forms were Revised for research purpoaes. 
However, it is believed that they have practical utility for the study 
of personal as well as organizational performance. 
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Job specification manuals car. only indicate what ought to üe 
done.  They do not necessarily indicate what is feeing done.  Perfor- 
mance is likely to change from time to time in order to cope with 
changes in organizational operations,  It would appear that an evalua- 
tion of organization which asks, 'what is being done?" as veil as, "How 
good a job la being done?" might be more effective than an evaluation 
which askE only the latter question. 

For the purposes of administrators who might wish to use the 
forms, it is believed that a profile of the scores of individuals will 
provide the most useful record of the data. A profile of scores is 
easy to prepare, is easy to read, and may be readily compared with othc; 
profiles. The following profiles are based on the average scores of 
U70 Wavy officers, 

WORK PATTERN:  PERSONAL CONTACTS 

Average Scores of k"?0  Navy Officers 

Kind of work 
Average per cent of time 

10 20 30 To 

13. Attending Conferences (8) 
Ik. Consulting Seniors   (l6) 
15. Consulting; Peers     (l6) 
16. Consulting Juniors   (3*0 
17. Consulting Outside 

Persons (8) 
18. Interviewing Personnel(o) 
19. Speeches in Organiza- 

tion (3) 
20. Speeches Outside (1) 
21. Attending Meetings 

Out (3) 
22. Classroom Teaching (5) 

Totai (100) 

12. Total Time in Individual Effort (59-6$) 
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WORK PATTERN:  INDIVIDUAL EFFORT 

Kind of work 
Average per cent of time 

10 20 30 To 

23. Obaervation (16) 
2h. Read and Answer Mail (20) 
25. Examine Reports (15) 
26. Write Reports (IM 
27- Read Tech. Publ. (10) 
28. Write for Publ. (2) 
29. Reflection (10) 
30. Math Oomp. (M 
31. Prenare Charts CO 
32. Use Machines CO 

Total (100) 

11. Total Time in Individual Effort (k0.k<f>) 

WORK PATTERN: ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONSIBILITIES 

Kind of responsibility 
Average per cent of time 

10 20 

33- Inspection (11) 
3*. Research (7) 
35. Planning (12) 
36. Preparing Procedures (7) 
37- Coordination (10) 
38. Evaluation \7 1 

39- Interpretation (7) 
1+0. Supervision (11) 
kl. Personnel Functions (7) 
k2. Public Relations (3) 
*3- Prof. Consultation (6) 
hk. üegotitLtiuuä 
"v5. Scheduling CO 
U6. Tech. Performances CM 

Total (100) 
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Form VII 1V^9 

Tne  Ohio State University 
Leadership Studies 

Name 

Methods of Discharging Responsibilities 

The purpose of this analysis is to determine the relative proportion of time 
3pent in the utilization of various methods of getting work done. 

Please consider your entire range of duties from day to day during the past 
months Atterr.pt to account for as much of your time as possible in terms of: 
(a) time spent in various types of contacts with persons, and (b) time spent in 
ysrious types of individual effort. Before each item please write the percentage 
of time spent in the work method described« 

( %)    A. Per ceno of time spent in contacts with persons. 
J  of time spent in individual e: 
[me spent in getting work done? 

( %)    B. Per cent of time spent in individual effort. 
(100%)  C. Total tii 

In parts A and B below it is requested that you account in greater detail 
for your time spent in these two types of work methods. 

A. Time spent in contacts with persons; (including committee meetings, inter- 
views, telephone conversations, liaison, making speeches, meeting with out- 
side group3, as well as face to face contacts). 

Please account below for 100% of your time spent with persons. In the 
space before each item please write the approximate percentage of time 
spent in the work method described. 

(    %)    I. Attending committee meetings and conferences (with self or other 
person acting as chairman) 

( %) 2. Consulting with superior officers 

( %) 3. Consulting with associates at same echelon 

( %) U. Consulting with assistants and subordinates 

( %) 5« Consulting with outside persons 

( %) 6. Interviewing personnel, applicants, etc. 

( %) 7. Making speeches within the organization 

( %) 8. Malring speeches to outside groups 

( %) 9-. Attending meetings of outside groups 

( %) iüo teaching, classroom instruction 

( %) 11. Other:  

( 1Ö0 %) Total, time öpenl in contacts with percens» 
(Continue to Next Page) 



Methods of Discharging Re soonsabilities (Can't)  . . .!L± 5? * x ' 

^' Time spent in individual effort; (including personal observation, 
reading, thinking, computation, writing, dictation, use of instru- 
Ksex'it s. feras and POU ipnent). 

Please account below for 100$ of your tine *r>ent in individual efforto 

%) 1. 

%) 0 

%) 3. 

%) 1. 

%) 5. 

%) 6. 

%) 7, 

%) 8. 

%) 9. 

%) 10. 

Observation 

Reading and answering mail 

Examining reports (including correspondence prepared by others) 

Preparing and writing reports 

Reading technical publications 

Writing for publication 

Thinking and reflection 

Mathematical computation 

Preparing charts, tables and diagrams 

Operation or use of instruments, machines, charts, examination 
forms 

%)  11. Other: 

100 %) Total time spent in individual effort. 

(Continue to Next Page) 
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TiZKZSlCS OF TIME 1570131) SO MUCK KBPOlSIBILITBb' 

*) 

*) 

*) 

*) 

the purpose of this analytis is to determine th« rslnti,»» proportion of your tia« dewtea to 
najor administrative and operative re*por>»ib:.liv-*B    disregarding the methods of aCOtsspl i •rrnnt. 

PleaM consider 7002 sntix-B range of responsibilities fron day ta day..    Attempt to account 
as accurately as possible Tor the relative percentage of time devst^J. to Various administrative 
and technical f'oncticns,, 

"»fore each item below please writ.« the approxis 
bility daacribad. 

•is pei'uwnwtge of time »pent in the respansi- 

1, Inspection of the Organisation -- Direct observation ai~£ personal inspection of .Installations, 
Buildings,  equipment, ^aciiitfes, operations,  service« or personnel—for the purpose of deter- 
mining conditions and keeping informed, 

2. Inysstigatiss aad BssaaTca - Ast* inrolving the accumulation and preparation of information 
anc 333&I     i'uoüaij./ prvwtrwd and presented in the fors of written xsports,) 

3»    Planning - Preparing for and making decisions which «ill affect the alas or future activities 
ox  toe organisation a» to volume or quality of business or aervie«,    {Including thinking, 
reflection and reading,  as well as sonsultations and confersncas with persons relative to 
short term and long range plans)» 

4.    Preparation of Procedures and Methods - Acts isrolvMig the mar^isg of procedures sad methods 
ror putting now plans HAD esisc*. as veil «1« devising new aetSods for the psTforataoe of 
operations under existing plans. 

Coordination - Acts and decisions deflgned to  Lntsgrat« ar.d coordinate the activities of units 
witain the organisation or of persons within vi 
efficiency,  economy and control of operations,, 

5° 

7. 

8. 

10o 

11. 

vi vain tue organisation or of persons within units" so as to achieve the sy-giasd overall 
'   01 

evaluation •> Act» involving the consideration and evaluation of report»;  correspondence,, data, 
plans, decision: 01 performances in relation to the aims, policies and standards of the 
organisation. 

Interpretation of Plans and Procedures - Acts involving the mteJ^ratÄtion and clarification 
lor assistants and other persona«! of directives„ regulation», practice«, and procedures, 

Supervision of Technical Operations » Acts involving the direct supervision of personnel 
in the performance of duties,, 

Personnel Activities - Abte involving the selection, training,  evaluation, motivation or dis» 
cipllnlng or individuals, as well as acts designed to affect the morale, motivation,  loyalty 
or harmonious cooperation of personnel,, 

Pobllc Halations - Acts designed to inform outside persons regarding ths juvgxStt and functions 
01 the organisation« to obtain information regarding public sentiment, or to create a 
favorable attitude toward thn ^r^ani^&tiono 

Professional Consultation - Giving professional advise and iipeciclissd assistance on probls 
oz a sfSSSfJo* or tscraucäl nature to persons within or outside ths ergcaifcatie 
technical supervision and guidance of own staff personnel),, 

rgsai&atie«*,    ^Cfeher than 

12, negotiations - Purchasing;  selling, negotiating contract» or «gresasnts,,  settling claims, etc 

13. Scheduling, Bqutina and Di«satching - Initiating action and determinin« the tin«; TI1»/-J> «nA 
»«quenoe of operations,, »«quenoe 

Iechnioal_ 
proxession 

14. Technical and Professional Opärations - She performance of duties specific to a specialised 
proxession (*,«„ practice ox medicine, conducting 1 
auditing records, operating machines cr equipment). 

practice or medicine, cendusting religious services, classrooa teaching. 

10O«; TOTAL TIME SHffiT 15 MAJOB BESPOUSIBILITnS 
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F.  LEADER EEHA7I0R DESCRIPTIONS 

The Leader Behavior Inscriptions were developed jointly by staff 
members cf the Ohio State Leadership Studies. Approximately 1800 items 
were constructed. The processing of these items has been described by 
Hemphill.  An attempt was made to devise items which would represent 
ten independent dimensions of observable behavior.  This result was only 
partially achieved. The items were found to be rather highly intercor- 
related. A factor analysis based primarily on the results from small 
groups, revealed only four independent dimensions.  These were identi- 
fied as behaviors which (l) initiate structure in social interaction, 
(2) show consideration for the followers as individuals, (3) emphasize 
productive effort, and (•} show awareness of situations! tensions. 

A small number of highly selected items has been used in the FJaval 
Leadership Studies.  Items which represented four of the original hypo- 
thetical dimensions, rather than the factored dimensions, were employed. 
The hypothetical dimensions selected for the final form used in the Navy 
studies were as follows: 

(1) Communication - Six items descriptive of communicative 
behavior. 

(2) Representation - Four Items descriptive of speaking and 
acting In behalf of the group. 

(3) Organization - Four items descriptive of behavior which 
prescribe ways of doing things. 

(k)  Integration - Four items descriptive of behavior tfhieh 
tends to hold the group together as a 
working unit. 

The following items vere added to the original list: 

(5) Relations with Juniors - Two items descriptive of re- 
lations with juniors. 

(6) Relations with Seniors - Two items descriptive of re- 
lations with seniors. 

These Items vere selec.Led on the basis of the following criteria: 

(1) Contribution to high odd-even reliability of the total 
scale. 

(2) Contribution to the internal consistency of the scale. 
(3) Contribution to low Inter-scale correlation. 
(k)  Contribution to low correlation with a criterion of 

"good" leadership. 
(5) Appropriateness of the items for use in Naval organizations. 

* Eemphill, J. K.  Leader Behavior Description.  Columbus:  Ohio 
State Leadership Studies Tt&ff Report, 1950. 
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An extension of these criteria also determined the selection of 
the hypothetical dimensions or scales. Ac attempt was made to select 
items and scales which woulu describe? behavior, but not evaluate behavior. 

The followi££ copy of the Leader Behavior Descriptions represents 
the third revision of the items for use in the Navy studies. 

In Table Fl are shovn the frequency distributions of the responses 
of kS  officers in an LST squadron who described their own behavior. 
Forty of these officers were also described, each by a single peer se- 
lected at random.  It will be observed that when officers describe their 
own behavior the A (always) category is used somewhat more frequently 
than when their behavior ie described by peers.  Hemphill reportB that 
leaders in deccribing their own behavior give the "always" response more 
frequently than do followers in describing those leaders. 

TABLE Fl. FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF DESCRIPTIONS OF k8  OFFICERS 
AS DESCRIBED BY THEMSELVES AND AS DESCRIBED BY kO  PEERS 

Item 
DESCRIBED BY SELF 

1 HnTtmamication 
11 Communication 
21 Communication 
31 Communication 
kl Comrainication 
51 Communication 

2 Representation 
12 Representation 
22 Representation 
32 Representation 

13 Organization 
23 Organization 
33 Organization 

k  Integration 

Response 
A B c. D E 0 

11 17 
15 26 7 
21 23 k 
27 19 1 1 
37 7 3 1 
2k 23 1 

2 22 16 3 S 2 
10 9 16 5 0 
O 8 9 13 12 

12 1* 

Q 29 5 h 1 
^0 13 5 
16 29 3 
31 Ik 2 1 

DESCRIBED BY OTHERS 
Response 

2k  Integration 
3^ Integration 

28 
33 
Ik 

20 

27 
2 
5 1 

35 Juniors 
55 Juniors 

21 20 7 
1 

36 Sendurs 
56 Seniors 

<- J 

27 
18 
1.8 

1+ 1 

A = Always  B * Often : Occas Lonally 
ü • umitxea 
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18 20 2 
11 22 0 1 
12 11+ 10 k 
19 "17 1; 
on 1 c *5 ), 1 

13 21 5 I 

s 20 11 k 
8 12 9 k 5 2 
1 

3 lU 9 5 H 
19 18 2 l 

Ik 23 "1 

22 12 5 1 
15 C- .L 

14. 

17 19 3 1 

7 J-5 lii k 
19 12 6 1 1 1 
18 18 l+ 
16 ^9 1+ 1 

19 
T f-7 

- I 3 1 
19 9 12 

22 15 
19 17 j 

D M Seldom      E = Never 



The intercorrelations among the Leadership Scales are bhown in 
Tables F2 aad F6. The results for Table F2 are based on the intercor- 
relations among the scores of 42 Navy officers on a cruiser. 

TABLE F2.  INTERCORRELATIONS AMONG LEADER BEHAVIOR 
SCORES FOE NAVY OFFICERS ON A CRUISER 

Scale " hi *+8     k9 50     51     52 

hi 
he 
h9 

50 
51 
5? 

A factor analysis of this table of correlations resulted in three 
factors, with loadings as follows: 

TABLE F3.  FACTOR LOADINGS BEFORE ROTATION 

(67) '56 57 01 4U 
56 lou; 60 -06 43 ^3 
57 60 (C^) 12 oO 
01 -06 12 (20) 13 13 
42 i»3 fin T_0 ( T^\ 

\   i - I 72 
kk h3 61 13 72 (72) 

Scale I III 

47 71 -33 -01 
I4-8 60 -25 -29 
»>9 86 -06 05 
50 13 13 42 
51 76 37 -03 
52 77 35 01 

The residuals are shown in Table F4. 



TABLE ?h,     RESIDUALS 

•jc&xe i+7 kB LQ 50 51 52 

--01 -.06 -.04 .00 .01 
.01 .ul .01 .00 .00 
.06 .01 -.01 -.03 -.03 
.Oil .01 -.0] .00 -.02 

^7 
U8 
4.9 
50 
51 .00   .00   -.03   .00 .01 
p2 .01     ,00    -.03    -.02     .01 

The final rotated factor loadings are shown in Table F5.  It will 
be observed that Factor I has rather high loadings on all scales,  except 
Representation. The highest loading is on Integration.  This factor has 
been identified as the maintenance of organizational integrity. 

Factor II ban high loading only on scales 51 and y2,  Relations with 
juniore and seniors. This factor may then be identified as the main- 
tenance of close interpersonal relations. 

Factor III shows high loadings only on Item 5C> Representation. 
This factor might, be identified as the maintenance of extra-group inter- 
actiouc. 

TABLE F5- ROTATED FACTOR LöADIKGb 

Scale 

hi Com 
4-8 Org 
U9 Int 
50 Rep 
51 Jrs 
52 Srs 

I II III 

.76 -.15 .10 

.75 -.07 -.18 

.83 •15 •19 

.02 •15 .JA 
63 .5^ 09 
£5 •52 •13 

The intercorrelations among the scores of 32 Navy officers in a 
Naval District Command Staff are shown in Table F6. 
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TABLE P6. IHTSRCORRELA-TIONS AMONG LEADER BEHAVIOF t SCORäü 

Scales M "8 k9 50 51 52 

hj  Com (78) 56 78 10 16 19 
US Org 56 (56) 50 37 33 28 
1*9 Int 7B 50 (78) hi 17 3^ 
50 Hep 10 n 1*1 (hi) 08 25 
51 Jr8 16 33 17 08 (83) 83 
52 Srs 19 28 3<+ 25 83 KcOJ 

A factor analysis of this table also results in three factors. 
rotated factor loadinss are shown in the table "below. 

TABLE F7-  ROTATED FACTOR LOADINGS 

5cale 

kl Com 
k8 Or« 
k9 Int 
50 Ren 
51 Jrs 
52 Srs 

III 

90 02 00 
5^ 16 39 
5'J- 03 £5 
19 06 6k 
20 87 13 
29 88 15 

Factor I is shown to have high loadings on Integration, Communica- 
tion, aud Organization. The loadings for Juniors and Seniors are not as 
high -s were found for the previous organization. 

Factor II shows high loadings only on Relation? with Juniors and 
Seniors.  In this organization, the iraintenance of organizational in- 
tegrity and the maintenance of close interpersonal relations appear to 
be more clearly differentiated. 

Factor III shows the highest loading on Representation, with mod- 
erate loadings on organization and integration.  Again, this factor may 
be identified &s the maintenance of extra-group interactions. 

Although the scores for these scales were based on a very small 
number of items, they appear to be measuring rather similar behaviors in 
two different organizations. Additional factorial analyses of tneBe 
scales yield similar results, with only minor variations. 
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The first two factors appear to be similar to the two major factors 
obtained by H«mphill in the study of diverse organizations. However, 
in the present study, Representation appears with high loadings on a 
third factor, suggesting that this form of behavior as exhibited in 
large, stratified organizations, differs in significance from the same 
behavior when studied in smaller organizations. 

Reliability 

The best evidence of the reliability of the Leader Behavior 
Descriptions is provided by the results obtained in a Naval District 
Command Staff which '-Tse studied on two separate occasions, with one 
month intervening between the two studies. Th- test-reteat correlations 
obtained from this organization are shown in iable F8. Also shown in 
this table are the correlations between the odd items and the even items 
for each scale or hypothesized dimension. It will be observed that 
all the te8t-retest correlations as well as most of the odd-even cur- 
relations are above »50. The odd-even reliabilities are about as high 
as can be expected for scores based upon one tc three items. 

The correlations between the scores of two observers de- 
scribing the seme senior are also shown on Table Fo. These correlation» 
range from .Oh  to .kk.    It is apparent that these pairs of Juniors are 
net in agreement when describing their iimiiediate seniors' relationships 
with their seniors. They are in closer agreement when describing their 
seniors'1 intcgrative behavior, but none of the correlations indicates 
a high degree of agreement. 

TA3LE F8. RELIABILITY OF THE LEADER BEHAVIOR DESCRIPTIONS 

Odd-Even Corre lations Test-Retest Two Observers 
Dimension LST Squadron Df strict District Research 

Staff 
Self 

Staff 
Self 

Staff 
Self Others* Others** 

Communication .76 .85 .3U .70 •37 
Repre sentation .67 .66 -57 .60 •33 
Organization . 3.1 • 75 M .67 • 3* 
Integration • 56 «53 .66 • 79 M 
Juniors .50 .51 .62 • 52 .36 
Seniors .61 • 55 •31 .7* .ok 
Total •93 .89 .83 .82 • 39 

1+8 h?_ & 10 Q9 

* N «a 42 Officers, each described by a single peer, 
** N = 32 Seniors, each described by two juniors. 
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Validity 

No claims are made for the validity of the Leader Behavior 
Descriptions. When an individual describes his own behavior and is 
also described by an observer,, which description is the more accurate? 
The correlations between self descriptions and descriptions by others 
are shown in the following table (No. F9). It is apparent from the re- 
sult« shown in this table that self descriptions and descriptions by 
others are not in close agreement. 

TABLE FQ.  CORRELATION OF SELF DESCRIPTIONS 

oc -, Air Station,        Submarines,      Research Staff, 
Self vs Seniors    Self vs Juniors    £elf vs Seniors 

1^7 Com .3^ .21 .09 
k8  Org -.07 .18 .11 
k-9  Int -.03 .17 .2h 
50 Rep .16 .15 -05 
51 Jrs .15 .31 .1+0 
52 Srs             --- .36 

N 

This does not necessarily argue against the validity of self descriptions, 
It has teen shown in a previous report that juniors who are not perform- 
ing up to their own expectations tend to describe their seniors in less 
favorable terms, suggesting that descriptions by "others" need to be 
interpreted with as much caution as self descriptions „ 

The correlations between the Leader Behavior Inscriptions and 
other variables which might be regarded at criteria of "goodness" of 
leadership are shown in Table P10.  Thes-?. ar<= 8level in organization 
hierarchy", "leadership ratings by seniors", and ~üOBIZ.I:H^J.O^3  for beet 
leader by juniors".  It will be seen that none of the correlations is 
very high.  Some are negative.  The Leader Behavior Descriptions can not 
be used as substitutes for military leadership ratings ''oy  seniors, nomi- 
nation:; for leadership by juniors, or for other criterion measures of 
leadership "quality"- 

It would appear that the attempt to devise items which are 
descriptive of behavior, but which are not highly cor-reiatec 
of leadership excellence, has been atteuded with, some degree cf s 
It is believed that valuable information may be gained from the \\ 
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measures which describe,  but which do not evaluate.     Other evaluative 
measures  are  available  for use as criteria of the  goodness  or poorness 
of leader performance. 

Norms 

There are no norms for the Leader Behavior Descriptions. 
However, for purposes of reference and interpretation of findings, a 
table of average scores is shown below. These are the average scores 
of officers who occupy different positions aboard ship or in shore baaed 
command staffs. 

TAELE F10.  COPULATION OP LEADER JBCI 

SELF DESCRIPTIONS WITH OTHER VARIABLES 

N 69 42 32 69 49 47 

Correia- :ion coefficients 
Scales level Mil. 

Sub 
Lead. Rai 

LST 
,ing* 
Reo 

Norn** 
Sub Cruiser C.S. Sub 

47 Com .28 -.04 -•15 .16 -.02 ... .06 
48 Org -.02 .09 -.06 .01 .02 .07 -.01 
49 Int .02 -.12 -.10 .08- -.08 .21 .21 
50 Rep .28 -.07 -.42 -.01 .30   .09 
51 Jrs .26 .17 .10 .25 .02 .05 .32 
52 3rs   .14 -.08   -.11» .07 

' 1 

69 

*  =1 Military Leadership Rating by Seniors. 
** a  Nominations by Juniors for "Best" Leader. 

Inspection of Table Fll reveals that Executive Officers .n 
ships obtain the highest scores for communicative, and organizing ee- 
havior.  Communications officers describe themselves as engaging most 
frequently in integrative behavior.  Supply officers and electrical 
officers act most frequently as representatives of the men in their units, 
Commanding officers and executive officers obtain the highest ncores for 

itoli . ill<SJ~L.\.\J us working relations with .juniors. Executive officers 
describe themselves much higher than dc other officers in maintaining 
harmonious relations with seniors. 

The data for shore-based command staffs are shown in Table 
F12.  It will b€ seen that public information officers and legal officers 
describe themselves higher than dc other officers in communication, re- 
lations with juniors, and relations with seniors.  Supply officers de- 
scribe themselves as highest in organizing behavior, while medical 
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officers engage more frequently In Integratrlve behavior.  Public in- 
formation officers, as might be expected, speak anfl act wore frpnupntly 
as representatives of their organizations. 

TABLE Fll.  AVERAGE SCORES OF NAVY OFFICERS IN DIFFERENT 
POSITIONS ABOARD SHIP  (N = 6 SHIPS) 

Item Average Leader Behavior Sc ore 
CO XO OP Com Sup Eng Elec 

hi  Com 7,0 7-5 6.3 6.0 6,0 7-0 6.7 
h&  Org 6.3 7-5 6.0 6.0 6.3 7.0 6.2 
1*9 Int 6.5 6.7 6.5 7.0 5-5 6.6 6.0 
50 Rep 5-8 4-5 3-7 5.0 5.2 U.5 5-2 
51 Srs 7-5 7-5 t>-3 7.0 7.0 Ö.Ö 6.3 
52 Jrs 6.5 7-7 6„0 6.8 6.2 6.2 5-7 

CC = Commanding Officers 
XO « Executive Officers 
Op • Operations Officers 
Com = Communications Officers 

Sup = Supply Officers 
Eng = Engineering Officers 
Elec - Electrical Officers 

TABLE F12.  AVERAGE SCORES OF NAVY OFFICERS IN DIFFERENT 
POSITIONS IN COMMAND STAFFS  (N = 6 STAFFS) 

Average Leader Behavior Score 
Item car ChSt Plan Pers 

Gen 
Pers 
Spec 

Adm Pub 
Inf 

Leg Op Sup Me d 

k? Com r    * 
00 7.1 6.8 7-C 7.0 50 8.0 7-7 6.7 7*3 7.1 

k8  Org 6.5 7.1 6.5 6.2 6.5 5-0 0.7 o.x 00 7o 6.5 
kS  Int 7.0 6.8 6.2 6-3 7.0 5.0 7.2 T k 7.1 6.7 7.5 
50 Rsp «5.0 5-7 k  3 5-5 3.2 6;? h.k 3-1 k.2 6.0 
51 JTD 7.2 7-3 7-0 6.7 6.7 7.0 8.0 8.0 7.0 6.7 7.3 
52 Srs 6.3 7-7 6.5 7-3 7.0 6.0 8.0 8.0 6-9 6.7 7.7 
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A -""I ri 3. n i. s T- r*T£ "**- ion BJid ^cor5 rip" 

The Leader Behavior Descriptions are self administering- The 
directions are printed on the test forms. 

The scoring key is the same for each item.  The scoring ke;, 
for each item is shown below: 

Scoring Key- 

Re spcnsf.1 Score 

Always 1+ 
Often 3 
Occasionally 2 
Seldom 1 
Never 0 

The score for any one scale or dimension is obtained by summing 
the scores of the items in that particular scales.  The items contained 
in each scale are shown belcw: 

Communication score is the sum of items 1, 11, 21, 31, 41, 51 
Representation score is the sum of items 2, 12, 22, 32 
Organization score is the sum of items 3, 13, 23, 33 
Integration score is the sum of items •';, 14, 24, 34 
Relaxions With Juniors is the sum. of items 35, 55 
Relations with Seniors is the sum. of items 36, 56 
Total score is the sum of the scores of all the items. 

Use of the Scales 

The Leader Behavior Descriptions were devised for research 
purposes.  The items selected for use in the Navy studies show low cor- 
relations with various criteria of 'good" leadership and, for this reason, 
can not be used as criteria of leadership quality.  However, the different- 
scales have been shown to be meaningfully and differentially related to 
other measures of leader performance and organization structure. An 
accumulation of such data should be of value in gaining an increased 
knowledge of the nature of leadership. 

In future use, it would be desirable to employ scales composed 
of a larger number of items In order to Improve their reliability. 
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Chic State Univarsity 
Personnel Research Board 

Leadership Studies 

LEADER EEHAVIOR DESCRIPTIONS 

The questions v/hich fellow r.ake it possible to describe objectively the 
behavior of individuals in leadership positions*  The items sir.ply des- 
cribe the leader's behavior; they dc not judge whether the behavior is 
desirable or undesirable.  Therefores in no way are the questions to he 
considered a "test" either- cf the ability of the persons answering the 
items or uf the quality of the leader5 s behavior. Vfe simply want an 
objective description of what leaders actually do- 

Note: The term, "group" , as employed in the following 
items, refers to a department, division, or other unit 
of organisation which is supervised by the person being 
described- 

The term, "members", refers to all personnel in 
the unit of organization which is supervised by the 
oerson Lein,: described. 

Name of the person you are describing 

Name of the unit which he leads 

Yovr name 

Jir 
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KJUiJJ   6aCh . i>ef;i   JCJ.J. ci «-*-^_L> 

^ • 

THINK about how x*requently the leader engages in 
the behavior described by the itexu. 

READ the five answers provided after the item and 
decide which one o£   lhe five most nearly expresses 
the frs ;uency with which the leader engages in the 
behavior. 

a. DRAW a Dine under the ansv/er you have selected. 

1. HE KEEPS INFORMED ABOUT THE SCRK ZHAT IS BEING DOLE. 
A. always  B. often  Co occasionally  D. seldom 

2. HE L1AKES OUTSIDE CONTACTS FOR THE GROUP. 
A« always  ii„ often  >->• occasionally 

3. HE SCHEDULES THE WORK TO BE DONE. 
A. always  b„ oi'ten  Ü. occasionally 

J. TIT-'   »-nnvc   nTniirp    ^ T OTTr   WTTU    ^UV   fMJfMrp U. "IS    nWiUiiJ     CUU1U     il.jj!_IiU     ili^:.      ..-'.j    :.!:U'Ur; 

A. always  B. often  C, occasionally 

seldoc  E. never 

D. seldom  E. never 

D, seldom Li. never 

12. 

13. 

HE EXPLAINS WRY A PA.CTICULAR ACTION IS IITORTANT. 
h.  always  B, often  C» cccasionaliy  D. seldcis  E. never 

HE SELLS THE PUBLIC OK THE IMPORTANCE OF HIS GROUP. 
A. always  B. often  C„ occasionally  D„ seldom  w. never 

HE ASKS THAT MEMBERS FOLLOW ORGAÜIZATICNAJ, LINES. 
A. always  B. often  C. occasionally  D. seldom  E. never 

HE LOOKS OUT "OR T<m  iVEL-FARE OF INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS. 
A. adwa^..  b. often  C. occasionally  D. seldom  E. never 

A. always  B. often  C„ occasionally  D. seldom  ^. never 

HE SPEAKES IN PUBLIC IN THE NAME OF THE GROUP. 
A. always  B„ often  G. occasionally  D„ seldom  E. never 

23. 

2k, 

31. 

HE FIGURES AHEAD OH WHAT SHOULD BE DONE. 
A- always  B» often  0. occasional!; D» seldom  E. never 

HE ENCOURAGES MEMBERS TO WORK AS A TEfUv!» 
A. always  B. often  C. occasionally  D. seldom  E, never 

HE KEEPS WELL INFORMED ABC!" THE Pi^GRESS OF THE GROUP. 
A. always  b„ often  C. occasionally  D, seldom  c.  never 

32. HE BACKS UP THE MEMBERS IN THEIR /. 
A. always  B. often  C. occac :evor 

].C6b 



33. HE 

3U. HE 

35 • n^ 

36. HE 

kt* HE 

51. HE 

55. HE 

56. HE 

ENCOURAGES THE USE Öf CERTAIN UNIFORM PROCEDURES. 
A. always  B. often  C occasionally  Do seldom  E. never 

KAKES IT PLEASANT TO BE A MEMBER W  Ml CKKF* 
A. always  B. often  G. occasionally  D„ seldom  E. never 

ESTABLISHES CORDIAL RELATIONS WITH SUBORDINATES» 
A. always  B. often  C. occasionally  D. seldom  E«. never 

ESTABLISHES CORDIAL RELATIONS WITH SUPERIORS. 
A. always  B. often  C occasionally  D. seldom 

KNOWS WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR EACH JOB, 
A. al.vays  ß. often  C, occasionally  Ü, seldom E-  never 

KELPS THE GROUP  ILrORtiED. 
A.   always       B.   often       Ü.   occasionally       D.  seldom      E.   never 

MAINTAINS A CLOSE Y/CRKING RELATIONSHIP RTOS SUBORDINATES. 
A.  always      B.   often      C,   occasionally      D„  seldom      E.  never 

MAINTAINS  A  CLOSE WORKING RELATIONSHIP WITH SUPERIORS» 
A.  always      B.   often      C,   occasionally      Do   seldom      E„  never 
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EFFECTIVENESG RAT] 

Effectiveness ratings are useful when it is desired to obtain 
judgments relative to "goodness" of performance. It i« the aim of per- 
sonael selection procedures to obtain pereoas 'who will perform satis- 
factorily in the positions to which they .'ire to be assigned. Promotions 
and salary increases are in many organizations based upon effectiveness 
of performance. In military organizations, where there are few objective 
criteria such as increases in production rates or volume of sales, it 
becomes necessary to rely upon human judgment in order to arrive at ev- 
aluations of performance. Much experimental work has demonstrated that 
such, «valuations are likely to be made in a.11 or none terms.  If a per- 
son is rated as very good on one item he is also likely to be rated as 
very good on other items by the same rater. There has also been ob- 
served a tendency, especially in military organizations, for most persons 
to be rated toward the "very good" or "excellent" end of the scale. Few 
persons are rated ao "average" or "below average". In order to over- 
come the latter difficulty, the present research has employed a rating 
scheme which requires all the immediate juniors being rated by a giver, 
senior to be ranked in order of merit. The same scheme has been em- 
ployed in obtaining effectiveness ratings of units of organization. 

Camples of two rating scales are shown on the following pages. 
The first is a form for obtaining ratings on military leadership. The 
second is a generalized rating scale which may be used for obtaining 
ratings of either person3 or units of organization or any observable 
performance or characteristic. Both of these forms involve a rank 
ordering of persons or units, combined with a rating of each person or 
unit in terms of "Poor", "Fair", 'ttood" or 'Excellent". The scoring 
key for these forms is shown on the scale for rating military leadership. 

These rating scales are aelf administering. 

Ko data are available relative to the reliability of the scales. 
However, it was found that the average ratings of three officers and 
the average ratings of three enlisted men in a 3quadron command staff 
were correlated to an extent indicated by a coefficient of .87 when 
rating ten submarines on the variable, "efficient ship". The correlations 
between 'efficient ship" ratings and other variables are shown in Table 
Gl. 

.«•U| 



TABLE Gl.  'EFFICIENT SHIP" RATING ' CORPELATED 
WITH OTHER VARIABLES  >XRANK ORDER 
CORRELATIONS) 

Other variables 

3. 

k. 
5• Torpedo Firing Accuracy 

CorreL. _on coefficients of 
_Meff\c' t;nt ship" ratingB 

"Happy Ship" Ratings by 
IT Q. Officers 
"Happy Ship" Ratings by 
H. Q. Enlisted Men 
Reenilstment Rate on Ship 
Total Disciplinary Offenses 

By Office. 3    By Enlisted Men 

.6 .5 

.6 .7 

.i 
-.2 
.6 

.2 
-7 

The correlations between 'military leaders . p" ratings and other 
variableB are ßhown in Table 02, The subjects s 69 officers aboard 
submarines and seme officers in a Naval research staff. 

TABLE G2.  CORRELATION OF MILITARY Lia> .SRSHIP RATING 
WITH OTEER VARIABLES  (PEAoONION CORRELATIONS) 

Variables Ctr relation coefficients 
Submarine B 

1. 
2. 
3- 
k. 
5. 
6. 
*-• 
1 • 

8. 
9. 

10. 

Military Rank 
Level in Organization 
Time in Position 
Fitners Reports--Former 
Fitnera Reports—Present 
Soeioinetric Score (Received) 
Unit Morale--Own Ship 
ReByousiDixi~y 
Authority 
Delegation 

I6 
19 
.21 
.10 
.08 
A5 
09 
.12 
03 

Research 

•15 
.Ik 
.01 

.20 

-.02 
-.22 
-.06 

The "efficient ship" ratings are fairly h:' .<;' ily correlated with 
Beveral other measures of ship effectiveness.  • owever, the "military 
leadership" ratings a *e not found to be highly >..rrelated with other 
potential leadership criteria. 
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name 01 person making raxinge:_ Rank 

Variable being rated: MILITARY LEADER-HIP 

We wnriia like for yov.  to evaluate the officers who are under your 
immediate direction, in terms of their military leadership. Which ones 
are the beat leaders? 

On the first line, enter +he name of the officer whom you consider 
to be the best leader. List the regaining officers under your direction 
in order uf ILeir merit aB leaders. After each name, check one of the 
descriptive terms. Poor, Fair, Good, Excellent, to indicate how good a 
leader you regard him to be. 

v,ija.bi. j_T. ji\±jUi\   US MSiXtJ.!) 

Harnes of Officers 

1.  Best 

2. Next Best 

Next 

k. Next 

5. Next 

6. Next 

7- Next 

8. Next- 

9- Next 

10. Next 

(How good a leader? Check one) 

Fair   Good   Excellent ruGa' 

 jl 5* 7* 

2 k 

5 

o p h 

u 

0 

T> 

0 2 

o 0 1 

0 0 __p_ 

0 0 0 

0 0 _0_ 

*    These numbers represent the scoring key for the rating scales. 
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The Ohio State University 
Personnel Research Board 

Leadership Studies 

RATING SHEET 

Ratings of: 
1 i 

Ratings by: 

Rated on: 

(List in rank order) 

Names 

1.  Best 

(How good? 

Poor   Fair 

• 

Check one) 

Good   Excellent 

2.  Next Best 

Z. Ne>-t 

h.     Next 

5 • Nejct 

6.  Next 

7 - Next 

8.  Next _  

9. Next 

10. TTsxt 
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H.  CAUTIONS 

A number of cautions should be observed in .attempting to use these 
methods. 

1. The methods were devised for research purposes.  The data 
were collected in a research setting.  Somewhat different 
results mieht have been obtained had the data been collected 
in situations where the findings would have been used for 
purposes of officer selection or evaluation. 

2. The reliabilities of Home of the forms are not as high as 
is usually desired for individual diagnosis and selection. 
These forms should he increased in length in order to 
raise their reliabilities before they arc- used for indi- 
vidual diagnosis. 

3-  Some of the kiras of analyses employed in this research 
are too time consuming for ua^ by operating organizations. 
In practical application, profiles of the raw scores of 
individuals would probably constitute the most usable 
presentation of the data, 

k.    The methods should be regarded as tools, not as remedies. 
They are useful only as xueans of obtaining descriptions of 
what exists at a particular time and place. Results ob- 
tained from use of the methods can not tell an administra- 
tor what should be ctone. They can serve only the purpose 
of providing him with information.  He must then rely 
upon judgment in deciding what, if anything, should be 
done with the information. 
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